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§ 17:24-17:31
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§ 39:28
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of, § 13:12
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of, § 13:12
Future directions, § 13:13
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Impact of abuse on child, § 13:7-13:10
Learned helplessness, § 13:10
Legal issues, generally, § 13:1-13:4
Medical model, § 13:2
Parricide, § 13:6
Posttraumatic stress disorder, § 13:8
Psychological model, § 13:3
Scientific methods applied to research, § 13:11
Scientific questions, § 13:5-13:10
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of, § 12:28
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Constitutional issues, § 12:18-12:20
Counsel, effective assistance of,
§ 12:19
Cycle theory, self-defense, § 12:4
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of, § 12:29
Due process, § 12:19
Duress, judicial response to syndrome, § 12:15
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Dynamics of abusive relationships,
§ 12:25
Effective assistance of counsel,
§ 12:19
Equal protection, § 12:20
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§ 12:14
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self-defense, § 12:8
Future directions, § 12:30
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§ 12:11
Iniminent harm, self-defense, § 12:9-12:12
Impact of abuse on woman, § 12:26
Justification or excuse, self-defense,
§ 12:14
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Legal issues, generally, § 12:1-12:22
Prosecution use of syndrome, § 12:17
Psychological sequelae, § 12:26
Reasonableness of belief in need to use deadly force, self-defense,
§ 12:12
Scientific methods applied in research, § 12:27
Scientific questions, § 12:23-12:26
Scope of problem, § 12:24
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generally, § 12:2-12:16
context or social framework, use of syndrome to provide, § 12:13
cycle theory, § 12:4
failure to leave abusive relationship, § 12:8
honesty of belief in need to use deadly force, § 12:11
imminent harm, § 12:9-12:12
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judicial responses to syndrome,
§ 12:6-12:14
justification or excuse, § 12:14
learned helplessness, § 12:5
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Neuroimaging, § 20:11

BENCHMARKS
Statistical evidence, interpretation of rates or percentages, § 5:21

BENCH TRIALS
Federal Rules of Evidence, admissibility of expert testimony, § 1:10

BENZENE
Generally, § 28:1-28:37
Admissibility issues, § 28:11-28:15
Blood counts, § 28:32
Cancer, § 28:22
Causation, § 28:3-28:10, 28:21-28:36
Chemical properties, § 28:18
Chromosome abnormalities, § 28:33
Chronic lymphatic leukemia, § 28:25
Competing exposure and causes, § 28:29, 28:34
Cytogenetics, § 28:33
Daubert criteria, § 28:13
Dosage, § 28:7
Dose-response issues, § 28:30
Exposure issues, § 28:28, 28:29
Fit, admissibility issues, § 28:14
Frye, admissibility issues, § 28:15
Hematological cancer, § 28:22
Hematological nomenclature, § 28:20
Injury similarity, § 28:6
Latency periods, § 28:31
Lymphoproliferative disorders, § 28:23-28:26
Multiple myeloma, § 28:26
Non-cancerous conditions, § 28:21
Non-causation issues, § 28:2

BENZENE—Cont’d
Qualifications, § 28:12
Risk assessment, § 28:30
Sensitivity, § 28:36
Statistical significance, § 28:8
Substance similarity, § 28:5
Toxicity to blood and blood forming organs, § 28:19
Toxicology, § 28:18

BIAS
Children, suggestibility, § 16:21
Forensic identification, observation and interpretation, § 29:47
Scientific method, selection bias, § 4:16
Survey research, § 7:16

BIOCHEMICAL TESTS
Alcohol testing, § 39:6, 39:34

BIOMARKERS
Alcohol testing, § 39:4

BITEMARKS
Generally, § 35:1 et seq., App. 35A to App. 35F
Accuracy of skin as substrate for bitemarks, § 35:18, 35:22
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 35:29 et seq.
Amici curiae brief submitted in Richards case, App. 35F
Analysis and recognition of bitemarks, § 35:12, 35:13
Areas of dental testimony, § 35:9
Bruising and other considerations, § 35:19
Collection of evidence, § 35:30 et seq., App. 35B
Comparisons of bitemarks, § 35:33, App. 35C
Daubert factors, § 35:2
Digital analysis, § 35:26
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 35:34
Divergence of opinions by experts, § 35:3
DNA, § 35:27, 35:28
Erroneous identification and conviction, § 35:7
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Future directions, § 35:36
Individuality of human detention, § 35:20, 35:23
Judicial response to expert evidence, § 35:4 et seq.
Legal issues, § 35:1 et seq.
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bruising and other considerations, § 35:19
individuality of human detention, § 35:20
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Patterns, § 35:16
Preservation of bitemark evidence, ABFO Guidelines, App. 35A
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Proficiency testing, § 35:13
Recognition and analysis of bitemarks, § 35:12, 35:13
Scientific methods applied to comparison techniques, § 35:14
Scoring sheet for bitemark analysis, App. 35D
Technical advancements, § 35:25 et seq.
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Alcohol testing, § 39:61
Benzene, § 28:32
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:51
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Alcohol monitoring bracelets, § 39:5

BRAIN CANCER
Electromagnetic fields, residential exposures, § 24:23

BRAIN FINGERPRINTING
Polygraph tests, guilty knowledge test (GKT), § 38:109

BREAST CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:32

BREAST IMPLANTS
Silicone Implants (this index)

BREATH TESTS
Drug Testing (this index)

BRUISING
Bitemarks, § 35:19
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Declaring a match, App. C § 5
Inferring association from a match, App. C § 6
Legal issues, App. C § 1, 2
Measuring concentration of elements, App. C § 4

BURDEN OF PROOF
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:9
Fingerprints, § 32:5
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:7
Insanity, commitment following acquittal by reason of, § 8:10
Predictions of violence, constitutional law, § 9:7
Repressed memories, § 19:20
Sexual aggressors, § 10:23
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Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:53

BLADDER CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:33
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CANCER
Benzene, § 28:22 et seq.
Silicone implants, App. B § 26

CANINE DETECTION
Fire accelerants, § 37:26, 37:41

CAPITALIZATION OF EARNINGS
Economic and financial expertise, § 43:26

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Insanity and diminished capacity, § 8:11, 8:12
Mental retardation, § 8:13

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
Tobacco, § 25:23

CAUSATION
Asbestos (this index)
Benzene, § 28:3-28:10, 28:21-28:36
Clinical medical testimony, § 21:2
Diet drugs, § 27:2-27:5
Economic and Financial Expertise (this index)
Electromagnetic fields, § 24:7, 24:8
Epidemiology, § 23:2
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:52
Hypnosis, § 18:37
Monopolies and antitrust, damages, § 43:15
Multiple regression, changes in dependent variable by explanatory variables, § 6:16
Patents, damages, § 43:17
Scientific Method (this index)
Sexual aggressors, § 10:54
Specific Causation (this index)
Tobacco, § 25:8
Toxicology, § 22:7

CENSUSES
Statistical Evidence (this index)
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Eyewitness identifications, § 15:42
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:66
Forensic identification, § 29:41
Hypnosis, § 18:15, 18:29, 18:30

CERTIFICATION
Drug testing, laboratory practices, § 40:48

CERVICAL CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:36

CHAIN OF CUSTODY
Alcohol testing, § 39:15
Drug testing, § 40:13, 40:49

CHANCE
Scientific method, § 4:37

CHEMICAL
OXIDATION/PHOTOMETRY
Alcohol breath tests, § 39:57

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Benzene, § 28:18

CHEMICAL SENSITIVITIES
Neuroimaging, § 20:7

CHEMICAL TESTS
Alcohol testing, § 39:6, 39:33

CHILDREN
Generally, § 16:1-16:39
Abuse cases, hearsay exceptions for child statements in, § 16:4
Abuse of Children (this index)
Battered Child Syndrome (this index)
Bias of interviewer, suggestibility, § 16:21
Confrontation of witnesses in-court testimony, § 16:6
out-of-court statements, § 16:3
Constructive nature of memory, suggestibility, § 16:15
Conversational issues and linguistic processes, age differences in, § 16:36
Courtroom, issues with, § 16:35-16:38

CERTAINTY
Asbestos, causation, § 26:7
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Credibility of child witnesses, expert
testimony to attack or buttress,
§ 16:7-16:9
Development and memory
generally, § 16:29-16:34
individual differences in memory
and suggestibility, § 16:34
knowledge, age differences in,
§ 16:32
memory, age differences in,
§ 16:31
source monitoring, age differences
in, § 16:33
suggestibility, age differences in,
§ 16:30
Dolls and props, § 16:26
Electromagnetic fields, childhood
cancer and residential exposures, § 24:22, 24:26
Emotional tone and reinforcement of
child’s behavior and responses,
interviews and suggestibility,
§ 16:23
Future directions, § 16:39
Hearsay evidence, out-of-court state-
ments, § 16:2-16:4
In-court testimony
generally, § 16:5-16:10
confrontation of child witnesses,
opportunity for, § 16:6
credibility of child witnesses,
expert testimony to attack or buttress, § 16:7-16:9
physical separation of child wit-
ness from defendant, § 16:10
scope of expert testimony regard-
ing credibility, § 16:9
Individual differences in memory and
suggestibility, § 16:34
Influence of status of interviewer,
suggestibility, § 16:20
Interviews and suggestibility
generally, § 16:17-16:25
bias of interviewer, § 16:21
emotional tone and reinforcement
of child’s behavior and
responses, § 16:23
CHILDREN—Cont’d
Interviews and suggestibility
—Cont’d
influence of status of interviewer,
§ 16:20
peer pressure and peer interaction,
§ 16:22
repeated interviews, § 16:18
stereotype induction, § 16:19
type of questioning technique,
§ 16:24
visualization and sociodramatic
play, § 16:25
Knowledge, age differences in,
§ 16:32
Legal issues, § 16:1-16:11
Linguistic processes and
conversational issues, age differ-
ences in, § 16:36
Lying and truth-telling, § 16:38
Memory, generally, § 16:1-16:39
Out-of-court statements
generally, § 16:2-16:4
abuse cases, hearsay exceptions for
child statements in, § 16:4
Confrontation Clause, § 16:3
hearsay, § 16:2-16:4
Parentage (this index)
Peer pressure and peer interaction,
interviews and suggestibility,
§ 16:22
Physical separation of child witness
from defendant, in-court
testimony, § 16:10
Props and dolls, § 16:26
Repeated interviews, suggestibility,
§ 16:18
Salient events, actions and children’s
bodies, § 16:16
Silicone implants, App. B § 28
Single occurrence of repeated event,
ability to recall, § 16:28
Sociodramatic play, interviews and
suggestibility, § 16:2
Source monitoring, age differences
in, § 16:33
Stereotype induction, interviews and
suggestibility, § 16:19
CHILDREN—Cont’d
Suggestibility of child witnesses generally, § 16:13-16:16
age differences, § 16:30
constructive nature of memory, § 16:15
defining suggestibility, § 16:14
interviews and suggestibility, above
salient events, actions and children’s bodies, § 16:16
Testimony, generally, § 16:1-16:39
Tobacco (this index)
Truth-telling and lying, § 16:38
Videotaped evidence, § 16:37
Visualization, interviews and suggestibility, § 16:25
Witnesses, generally, § 16:1-16:39

CHROMOSOMES
Benzene, § 28:33

CHRONIC LYMPHATIC LEUKEMIA
Benzene, § 28:25

CIGARETTES
Tobacco (this index)

CIGAR SMOKING
Health effects, § 25:50

CLARITY
Survey research, § 7:16

CLASS ACTIONS
Economic and financial expertise, measure of damages, § 43:30
Monopolies and antitrust, § 43:33-43:37
Tobacco, third wave tobacco litigation, § 25:5

CLASSIFICATION
Eyewitness identifications, classification of variables, § 15:18-15:27
Fires, Arsons and Explosions (this index)
Survey research, consistent and accurate classification, § 7:31

CLINICAL MEDICINE
Generally, § 21:1-21:25

CLINICAL MEDICINE—Cont’d
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 21:4
Causal reasoning, § 21:44
Causation, § 21:2
Collecting information, § 21:32-21:39
Decision making, § 21:28-21:30
Diagnosis and differential diagnosis, § 21:40
Differential diagnostic opinions generally, § 21:4-21:8
agreement among scientists, areas of, § 21:4
disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 21:5-21:7
explaining differences, § 21:8
ruling in before ruling out, § 21:6
temporal order, § 21:7
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 21:5-21:7
Environmental disease, § 21:47-21:56
Exclusion of expert testimony generally, § 21:9-21:13
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 702, § 21:12
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 703, § 21:13
general acceptance, § 21:11
qualifications, lack of, § 21:10
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 702, § 21:12
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 703, § 21:13
Formulating diagnostic hypotheses, § 21:41
General acceptance, § 21:11
Genetic research, § 21:20
Human research, § 21:21-21:25
Integrating medical research into practice, § 21:26, 21:27
Interpreting diagnostic tests, § 21:43
Legal issues, § 21:1-21:14
Medically-related basic research, § 21:18 et seq.
Medical knowledge, § 21:17
Neuroimaging, § 20:58-20:61
CONSISTENCY AND CONSTANCY
—Cont’d
Survey research, clarification of ambiguous or incomplete answers, § 7:19

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Battered women syndrome, § 12:18-12:20
Confrontation clause, drug testing, § 40:15
Due Process (this index)
Equal Protection (this index)
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:13, 15:14
Polygraph tests, § 38:10
Predictions of violence, § 9:6, 9:7
Sexual Aggressors (this index)

CONTEXT EFFECTS
Survey research, avoidance or measurement, § 7:20

CONTRACTS
Economic and financial expertise, causation of damages, § 43:16

CONTROL GROUP OR QUESTION
Polygraph Tests (this index)
Survey research, § 7:21

CONVERSATIONAL ISSUES
Children, § 16:36

CORONARY HEART DISEASE
Tobacco, § 25:24

CORRELATION
Epidemiology (this index)
Statistical Evidence (this index)

CORROBORATION
Neuroimaging, § 20:12
Polygraph tests, § 38:8

COUNTERMEASURES
Polygraph Tests (this index)

COURT-APPOINTED EXPERTS
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:37-1:39

CRAZED GLASS
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:55

CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSES
Children, expert testimony to attack or buttress credibility, § 16:7-16:9

CRIME SCENES
Fingerprints, § 32:42

CRIMINAL CASES
Ethics, discovery under Rules of Criminal Procedure, § 2:19
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:35
Neuroimaging, § 20:9-20:17
Parentage, § 31:7

CYCLE THEORY
Battered women syndrome, self-defense, § 12:4

CYTOGENETICS
Benzene, § 28:33

DAMAGES
Economic and Financial Expertise (this index)

DATE
Time and Date (this index)

DEATH CASES
Neuroimaging, § 20:17

DECOMPOSITION
Alcohol testing, postmortem effects on blood alcohol concentrations, § 39:68

DEDUCTION AND INDUCTION
Forensic identification, § 29:35

DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION
Neuroimaging, § 20:60

DEPENDABILITY
Taxonomy of expertise, App. A § 16

DEPRESSANTS
Alcohol testing, § 39:29

DEPRESSION
Rape Trauma Syndrome (this index)

DESIGN
Scientific Method (this index)
DIRECTED LIE TEST (DLT)
Polygraph Tests (this index)

DIRECT INJECTION
TECHNIQUES
Alcohol testing, gas chromatography,
§ 39:37

DISAGGREGATION
Monopolies and antitrust, summary judgment, § 44:13

DISCLOSURE
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:28
Survey research, § 7:32-7:34

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
VALUATION
Economic and financial expertise,
§ 43:22

DISCOUNT RATES
Economic and financial expertise,
§ 43:25

DISCOVERY
DNA, discovery and access to experts, § 30:26
Ethics, relationship between attorneys and experts, § 2:14-2:19

DISCRIMINATION
Economic and financial expertise, personal damages, § 43:78

DISGUISES
Voice identification, § 36:21

DISSOCIATIVE IDENTITY
DISORDER
Multiple Personality Disorder (this index)

DISTILLATION TECHNIQUES
Alcohol testing, gas chromatography,
§ 39:36

DNA
Generally, § 30:1 et seq., App. 30A, App. 30B
Access to evidence, § 30:26-30:29
Authoritative texts, § 30:5
Basic principles, § 30:1

DNA—Cont’d
Bitemarks, § 35:27, 35:28
CODIS, § 30:4
Cold hits, objections to admissibility,
§ 30:20
Database search, objections to admissibility, § 30:20
Defense of access to database,
§ 30:28
Definitions, App. 30B
Discovery and access to experts,
§ 30:26
Error by lab or analyst, objections to admissibility, § 30:9
Expert qualifications, objections to admissibility, § 30:16
Extraction and amplification, § 30:43
Familial searches, § 30:35
Incorporating error rate into calculations, objections to admissibility,
§ 30:18
Laboratory performance, § 30:48
Low copy number typing, § 30:32
Mitochondrial DNA, § 30:31, 30:56
Mixtures, § 30:12, 30:58
New systems, § 30:36
New technologies, § 30:46
Nonhuman DNA testing, § 30:59
Objections to admissibility current, § 30:10-30:25
historical, § 30:6-30:9
Parentage (this index)
Phenotypic testing, § 30:37
Polymorphisms, § 30:42
Population genetics, generally, § 30:3
Preservation of evidence, objections to admissibility, § 30:14
Pretrial retesting, § 30:27
Proficiency testing, objections to admissibility, § 30:17
Quality assurance, objections to admissibility, § 30:17
Sample collection, preservation, and contamination, § 30:47
Scandals, objections to admissibility, § 30:15
SNPs, § 30:34
Statistical analysis, § 30:49-30:55
INDEX

DNA—Cont’d
Statistical evidence, presentation of, § 30:22-30:25
STR profiling with capillary electrophoresis, § 30:44
Subjectivity, objections to admissibility, § 30:11
Terminology and taxonomy of typing systems, § 30:2
Transfer, objections to admissibility, § 30:13
Validating genetic system for identification, § 30:45
Y chromosomes, § 30:57
Y-STR typing, § 30:30

DOCUMENTATION
Records and Documentation (this index)

DOGS
Fire accelerants, § 37:26, 37:41

DOLLS AND PROPS
Children, § 16:26

DOSAGE
Benzene, § 28:7
Epidemiology, § 23:10

DOUBLE JEOPARDY
Sexual aggressors, § 10:9-10:12

DRE PROTOCOL
Drug testing, horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN), § 40:9

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
Alcohol Testing (this index)
Drug Testing (this index)

DRUGS AND NARCOTICS
Diet Drugs (this index)
Drug Testing (this index)
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:59

DRUG TESTING
Generally, § 40:1-40:58, App. 40A
Accuracy, § 40:46
Alcohol Testing (this index)
Certification, laboratory practices, § 40:48
Chain of custody, § 40:13, 40:49
Chemical testing data, strengths and limitations of, § 40:20
Confrontation clause, § 40:15
Current issues, § 40:57, 40:58
Definitions, App. 40A
Developing issues, § 40:57, 40:58
DRE protocol, horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN), § 40:9
DUI testing interpretation of results, § 40:56
selection of specimens, § 40:31
EMIT and other preliminary tests, § 40:12
Fit, horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN), § 40:10
Gas chromatography (GC), § 40:36
General acceptance, horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN), § 40:7
General technique, § 40:11-40:14
Hair, validity of underlying theory or principle, § 40:3
High-performance or high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC), § 40:37
High school senior surveys, § 40:22
Horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN) generally, § 40:7-40:10
DRE protocol, § 40:9
fit, § 40:10
validity/general acceptance, § 40:7
Immuoassays (IAs), § 40:35
Interpretation of results generally, § 40:53-40:56
drug and driving cases, § 40:56
medical examiner cases, § 40:54
workplace urine drug tests, § 40:55
Jail inmate surveys, § 40:25
Laboratory practices generally, § 40:47-40:52
certification, § 40:48
DRUG TESTING—Cont’d
Laboratory practices—Cont’d
chain of custody procedures and
documents, § 40:49
quality assurance, § 40:51
quality control samples and
procedures, § 40:50
records, § 40:52
Legal issues, § 40:1-40:17
Linearity, § 40:44
Medical examiner cases, interpreta-
tion of results, § 40:54
Methods of testing
generally, § 40:33-40:39
gas chromatography (GC), § 40:36
high-performance or high-pressure
liquid chromatography
(HPLC), § 40:37
immunoassays (IA), § 40:35
summary and comparison of
methods, § 40:39
tandem (MS/MS) and ion trap
mass spectrometry, § 40:38
thin-layer chromatography (TLC),
§ 40:34
validation of methods, below
Military worldwide surveys, § 40:24
National household surveys on drug
abuse, § 40:23
Pharmacokinetics of drugs, § 40:28
Postmortem testing, selection of
specimens, § 40:30
Precision, § 40:45
Preliminary tests, § 40:4
Prison inmate surveys, § 40:25
Procedures mandated by statute,
§ 40:14
Qualitative and quantitative methods,
§ 40:41
Quality assurance, laboratory prac-
tices, § 40:51
Quality control samples and
procedures, laboratory practices,
§ 40:50
Records, laboratory practices,
§ 40:52
Selection of specimens
generally, § 40:29-40:32
DUI testing, § 40:31

DRUG TESTING—Cont’d
Selection of specimens—Cont’d
postmortem testing, § 40:30
workplace testing, § 40:32
Self-reported data, strengths and limi-
tations of, § 40:19
Sensitivity, § 40:43
Specificity, § 40:42
Specific technique, § 40:16
Statute, procedures mandated by,
§ 40:14
Survey findings
generally, § 40:21-40:27
high school senior surveys,
§ 40:22
jail and prison inmate surveys,
§ 40:25
military worldwide surveys,
§ 40:24
national household surveys on
drug abuse, § 40:23
summary of survey findings,
§ 40:27
two worlds of drug use, § 40:26
Tandem (MS/MS) and ion trap mass
spectrometry, § 40:38
Thin-layer chromatography (TLC),
§ 40:34
Timing of test, § 40:6
Two worlds of drug use, § 40:26
Validity
generally, § 40:2-40:11, 40:40-
40:46
accuracy, § 40:46
EMIT drug tests, § 40:4
hair, § 40:3
horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN),
§ 40:7
horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN),
above
linearity, § 40:44
precision, § 40:45
qualitative and quantitative
methods, § 40:41
sensitivity, § 40:43
specificity, § 40:42
timing, § 40:6
Workplace testing
interpretation of results, § 40:55
DRUG TESTING—Cont’d
Workplace testing—Cont’d
selection of specimens, § 40:32

DUE PROCESS
Battered women syndrome, § 12:19
Confrontation clause, drug testing, § 40:15
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:14
Sexual aggressors, § 10:5, 10:5-10:8, 10:19

DURESS
Battered women syndrome, § 12:15

EARWITNESS TESTIMONY
Voice identification, § 36:23

ECOLOGIC STUDIES
Epidemiology

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EXPERTISE—Cont’d
Equity valuation vs. firm valuation, § 43:23
Factual assumptions, incorrectness of, § 43:5
Financial theory of firm, § 43:20
Flaws in analysis
generally, § 43:4-43:10
estimating damages in patent infringement, § 43:9
input information or factual assumptions, incorrectness of,
§ 43:5
lack of familiarity with underlying data, § 43:7
results-oriented analysis, § 43:10
supporting data, inadequacy of,
§ 43:6
untested or untestable models,
§ 43:8
Historical vs. current interest rates, time value of money, § 43:81
Infringement of patents. Patents (this index)
Input information, incorrectness of,
§ 43:5
Intellectual property cases, causation of damages,
§ 43:17
Issues and areas of disagreement,
§ 43:46 et seq.
Legal issues, generally, § 43:1-43:11
Lost profits, § 43:49
Lost sales, § 43:48, 43:49
Measure of damages
generally, § 43:28-43:32
business damage measures,
§ 43:29
class actions, § 43:30
mitigation of damages, § 43:32
personal damage measures,
§ 43:31
Mitigation of damages, § 43:32
Monopolies and Antitrust (this index)
Nominal rates method, time value of money, § 43:85
Patents (this index)
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EXPERTISE—Cont’d
Personal damages generally, § 43:64 et seq.
discrimination in employment, § 43:78
measurement of damages, § 43:31
personal injuries, § 43:77
termination of employment, § 43:78
time value of money, below

Wrongful Death (this index)
Personal injuries, § 43:77
Present value, § 43:21
Qualifications of expert, § 43:2, 43:13
Real rates method, time value of money, § 43:84
Results-oriented analysis, § 43:10
Risk free rates, time value of money, § 43:86

Securities (this index)
Subjects of testimony, § 43:3
Supporting data, inadequacy of, § 43:6
Tax discount rates, time value of money, § 43:88
Termination of employment, personal damages, § 43:78
Time value of money generally, § 43:79 et seq.
Alaska method (total offset), § 43:83
choice of method, § 43:87
historical vs. current interest rates, § 43:81
legal constraints to discount rates, § 43:80
link between interest rates and earnings growth rate, § 43:82
nominal rates method, § 43:85
real rates method, § 43:84
risk free rates, § 43:86
tax discount rates, § 43:88
Total offset, time value of money, § 43:83
Untested or untestable models, § 43:8
Valuation, § 43:20-43:27, 43:50

Wrongful Death (this index)

EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
Securities, § 43:56

ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:51

ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION FUEL CELL
Alcohol breath tests, § 39:55

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG)
Neuroimaging, § 20:53

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Generally, § 24:1-24:33, App. 24A
Admissibility issues, § 24:6-24:10
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 24:22-24:24
Brain cancer and residential exposures, § 24:23
Case law, § 24:2-24:5
Causation, § 24:7, 24:8
Characteristics of electric and magnetic fields, § 24:13
Childhood cancer and residential exposures, § 24:22, 24:26
Definitions, App. 24A
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 24:25-24:29
Epidemiology, § 24:10, 24:19, 24:20
Fit, § 24:9
Future directions, § 24:31, 24:32
Hypothesis, statement of, § 24:12
Laboratory studies, § 24:19, 24:21
Legal issues, § 24:1-24:11
Leukemia and residential exposures, § 24:23
Personal injury, § 24:5
Physics, § 24:25
Power line siting, regulation of, § 24:3
Primacy of epidemiology, § 24:10
Property value, loss of, § 24:4
# INDEX

## ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
- Cont’d
- Residential exposures, § 24:15, 24:22, 24:23, 24:26, 24:31
- Scientific methods applied to research, § 24:18-24:21
- Scientific questions, § 24:12-24:17
- Sources of evidence, § 24:18
- Sources of exposure and ways of characterizing exposure, § 24:14-24:16
- Specific causation, § 24:8
- Training of experts, § 24:18

## ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
- Neuroimaging, § 20:57

## EMBALMING
- Alcohol testing, postmortem effects on blood alcohol concentrations, § 39:69

## EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
- Scientific Method (this index)

## EMPLOYMENT
- Drug Testing (this index)
- Economic and financial expertise, personal damages for discrimination, § 43:78
- Gender stereotypes, application of, § 17:28
- Polygraph Tests (this index)
- Wrongful death, occupational history and likely education, § 43:71

## ENDOMETRIAL CANCER
- Tobacco, § 25:39

## ENGINEERING
- Structural Engineering (this index)

## ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE
- Evidence, § 25:11

## E.P.A. REGULATIONS
- Environmental tobacco smoke, § 25:7

## EPIDEMIOLOGY
- Generally, § 23:1-23:47
- Absence of epidemiological evidence, § 23:4
- Asbestos, use to prove specific causation, § 26:8-26:11
- Assessment of capacity of exposure to cause illness or injury, § 23:29
- Capacity of exposure to cause illness or injury, assessment of, § 23:29, 23:40 et seq.
- Case-control studies, § 23:36 et seq.
- Causal questions and structure of science, § 23:2
- Cohort studies, § 23:35
- Correlational or ecologic studies generally, § 23:32 et seq.
- case-control studies, § 23:36 et seq.
- cohort studies, § 23:35
- followup studies, § 23:35
- information bias, case-control studies, § 23:38
- nonrandomized studies, § 23:34 et seq.
- randomized controlled studies, § 23:33
- selection bias, case-control studies, § 23:37
- Daubert factors, § 23:17 et seq.
- Definitions, App. 23A
- Design of study, § 23:6
- Diet drugs, causation, § 27:4
- Differential diagnosis, individual level evidence, § 23:28
- Dosage, § 23:10
- Ecologic studies, Correlational or ecologic studies, above
- Electromagnetic fields, § 24:10, 24:19, 24:20
- Error rate, § 23:19
- Estimation of likelihood that exposure capable of causing illness actually did so in given exposed individual, § 23:46
- Exclusion of evidence generally, § 23:15 et seq.
- Daubert factors, § 23:17 et seq.
EPIDEMIOLOGY—Cont’d
Exclusion of evidence—Cont’d
error rate, § 23:19
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule
403, § 23:25
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule
703, § 23:24
fit, § 23:23
general acceptance, § 23:21
independence from litigation of
research, § 23:22
peer review and publication,
§ 23:20
qualifications, lack of, § 23:16
scientific validity, § 23:18
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 403,
§ 23:25
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 703,
§ 23:24
Fit, § 23:23
Followup studies, § 23:35
General acceptance, § 23:21
Guidelines for inferring capacity of
exposure to cause illness
generally, § 23:40-23:45
causal or noncausal interpretation,
credibility of, § 23:44
existence of association between
exposure and disease, § 23:41
illness or forerunner as cause of
exposure, § 23:43
strength of association between
exposure and disease, § 23:42
Independence from litigation of
research, § 23:22
Individual level evidence
generally, § 23:26 et seq.
differential diagnosis, § 23:28
relative risk, § 23:27
specific causation, § 23:26
Information bias, case-control stud-
ies, § 23:38
Nonrandomized studies, § 23:34 et
seq.
Number of studies, § 23:7
Peer review and publication, § 23:20
Population level evidence, generally,
§ 23:3-23:25
Power, § 23:14

QUALIFICATIONS, EXCLUSION OF EVIDENCE
for lack of, § 23:16
Quality and relevance of data
generally, § 23:5-23:12
design of study, § 23:6
dosage, § 23:10
injury similarity, § 23:9
number of studies, § 23:7
statistical significance, § 23:11
strength of relationship, § 23:11
substance similarity, § 23:8
totality of defects, § 23:12
Quantification of relation between
exposure and disease, § 23:39
Randomized controlled studies,
§ 23:33
Relative risk, individual level evi-
dence, § 23:27
Relevance of data. Quality and
relevance of data, above
Selection bias, case-control studies,
§ 23:37
Sexual aggressors, § 10:39
Specific causation, individual level
evidence, § 23:26
Statistical significance, § 23:11,
23:13
Strength of relationship, § 23:11
Substance similarity, § 23:8
Tobacco, § 25:20
Totality of defects, § 23:12
Toxicology, § 22:2
Toxic tort cases, generally, § 23:3-
23:25

EPILEPSY
Generally, § 8:28-8:32
Agreement among scientists, areas
of, § 8:31
Disagreement among scientists, areas
of, § 8:32
Scientific methods applied to
research, § 8:30
Scientific questions, § 8:29

EQUAL PROTECTION
Battered women syndrome, § 12:20
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EQUAL PROTECTION—Cont’d
Sexual aggressors, community registration and notification, § 10:20

ERP-GKT
Polygraph tests, § 38:112

ERROR RATE
Epidemiology, § 23:19
Federal Rules of Evidence (this index)

ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:30

ESTIMATION
Statistical evidence, § 5:33, 5:34

ESTIMATOR VARIABLE QUESTIONS
Eyewitness Identifications (this index)

ETHICS
Generally, § 2:1-2:20
Advocate, expert as, § 2:6
Alternative visions of role of expert, § 2:4-2:8
Challenges to expert witnesses, § 2:12
Defining role of expert witnesses generally, § 2:3-2:12
advocate, expert as, § 2:6
alternative visions of role of expert, § 2:4-2:8
challenges to expert witnesses, § 2:12
educator, expert as, § 2:5
good data for favored cause, expert as provider of, § 2:8
hired gun, expert as, § 2:7
law, view of, § 2:10, 2:11
professional and scientific fields, view of, § 2:9
Discovery, relationship between attorneys and experts, § 2:14-2:19
Educator, expert as, § 2:5
External environment, § 2:2
Good data for favored cause, expert as provider of, § 2:8

ETHICS—Cont’d
Hired gun, expert as, § 2:7
Nonwitness experts, work-product doctrine, § 2:17
Relationship between attorneys and experts generally, § 2:13-2:19
discovery, § 2:14-2:19
finding and establishing relationship with expert, § 2:13
nonwitness experts, work-product doctrine, § 2:17
Rules of Criminal Procedure, discovery under, § 2:19
tactics for shielding information in possession of experts, § 2:18
work-product doctrine, § 2:15-2:17
Rules of Criminal Procedure, discovery under, § 2:19
Tactics for shielding information in possession of experts, § 2:18
Work-product doctrine, § 2:15-2:17

ETIOLOGY
Sexual aggressors, § 10:55

EXCLUSION OF EXPERT EVIDENCE
Asbestos (this index)
Clinical Medical Testimony (this index)
Epidemiology (this index)
Fires, Arsons and Explosions (this index)
Monopolies and Antitrust (this index)
Tobacco, § 25:12
Toxicology (this index)

EXCUSE OR JUSTIFICATION
Battered women syndrome, self-defense, § 12:14

EXERCISE
Diet drugs, § 27:13-27:16

EXPERIENCE
Forensic identification, substitution for defensible scientific fact, § 29:37
EXPO\NSIONS
Fires, Arsons and Explosions (this
index)

EX POST FACTO CLAUSE
Sexual aggressors, § 10:9-10:12

EXPOSURE ISSUES
Benzene, § 28:28, 28:29

EXTRACTION
Alcohol testing, gas chromatography, § 39:36

EXTRAPOLATION
Statistical evidence, § 5:12

EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATIONS
Generally, § 15:1-15:46
Admissibility, generally, § 15:2-15:7
Age of eyewitness, § 15:35
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 15:29-15:42
Appellate review, standards of, § 15:12
Assistance to trier of fact, § 15:3
Certainty, post-identification, § 15:42
Characteristics of event, § 15:26
Characteristics of eyewitness, § 15:25
Classification of variables, § 15:18-15:27
Constitutional claims, § 15:13, 15:14
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 15:43-15:47
Due process, § 15:14
Effects of expert testimony, § 15:45
Estimator variable questions generally, § 15:19-15:26, 15:30-15:35
age of eyewitness, § 15:35
characteristics of event, § 15:26
characteristics of eyewitness, § 15:25
forgetting, § 15:23
limited processing capacity, § 15:21
opportunity to view, § 15:32
race, § 15:31
retention interval, § 15:34

ESTIMATOR VARIABLE QUESTIONS—Cont’d
Forgetting, § 15:23
Future directions, § 15:48
General acceptance, § 15:5
Generalizability of findings, § 15:44
Guidelines for conduct of lineups, § 15:47
Initial questioning of eyewitnesses, § 15:37
Instructions to jury, § 15:11
Legal issues, § 15:1-15:13
Limited processing capacity, § 15:21
Lineup identification instructions given to eyewitness, § 15:39
Loaded questions, use of, § 15:38
Methods of lineup presentation, § 15:41
Methods of research, § 15:28
Opportunity to view, § 15:32
Post-identification certainty, § 15:42
Prejudice, weighing, § 15:6
Pretrial hearings to assess suggestiveness and reliability, § 15:8
Pretrial motions to suppress identification evidence, § 15:46
Probative value, weighing, § 15:6
Procedural challenges, § 15:7-15:10
Race, § 15:31
Reliability of science, § 15:4
Retention interval, § 15:34
Right to call witnesses, § 15:13
Scientific questions, § 15:17-15:27
Selection of distractors, § 15:40
Specific questions asked by researchers, § 15:24-15:26
Stimulus and storage, § 15:22
System variable questions generally, § 15:27, 15:36-15:42
initial questioning of eyewitnesses, § 15:37
EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATIONS
—Cont’d
System variable questions—Cont’d
lineup identification instructions
given to eyewitness, § 15:39
loaded questions, use of, § 15:38
method of lineup presentation,
§ 15:41
post-identification certainty,
§ 15:42
selection of distractors, § 15:40
Unfair prejudice, weighing, § 15:6
Validity of science, § 15:4
Weapon focus, § 15:33

FAKING
Hypnosis, § 18:19

FALSIFIABILITY
Federal Rules of Evidence (this index)

FAMILIAL SEARCHES
DNA, § 30:35

FEAR
Rape Trauma Syndrome (this index)

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND JOB APPLICANTS
Polygraph Tests (this index)

FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE
Generally, § 1:7-1:40
Appellate review, § 1:34
Asbestos, § 26:15-26:17
Bench trials, admissibility of expert testimony in, § 1:10
Bitemarks, § 35:2
Burden of proof regarding admissibility, § 1:9
Clinical medical testimony, § 21:12, 21:13
Court-appointed experts, § 1:37-1:39
Criminal cases, § 1:35
Epidemiology, § 23:17 et seq., 23:24, 23:25
Error rate
generally, § 1:20-1:22
individuals, features of, § 1:21
FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE—Cont’d
Error rate—Cont’d
research methods used in studying population features, § 1:22
Experience, specialists by, § 1:27-1:29
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:6
Falsifiability. Testability, below
Fingerprints (this index)
Firearms and toolmarks, § 34:4
Forensic science, § 1:30
General acceptance, § 1:24
Methodology-conclusion paradox, testability, § 1:18
Monopolies and antitrust, § 44:5
Parameters of science, § 1:29
Peer review and publication, § 1:23
Police officer experts, § 1:27-1:29
Polygraph tests, § 38:5
Preliminary considerations regarding management of expert testimony, § 1:8-1:10
Qualifications test, § 1:12-1:14
Questions studied in field vs. legally relevant inquiry, testability, § 1:19
Rape trauma syndrome, § 14:7
Relevance requirement, § 1:11
Research methods used in studying population features, error rate, § 1:22
Rule 403
generally, § 1:36
asbestos, § 26:17
epidemiology, § 23:25
eyewitness identifications, § 15:6
polygraph tests, § 38:5
silicone implants, App. B § 12
toxicology, § 22:14
Rule 701, § 1:32
Rule 702
clinical medical testimony, § 21:12
silicone implants, App. B § 6-
App. B § 9
Rule 703
generally, § 1:33
asbestos, § 26:15
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE
—Cont’d
Rule 703—Cont’d
clinical medical testimony, § 21:13
epidemiology, § 23:24
silicone implants, App. B § 11
toxicology, § 22:11
Rule 706 experts, § 1:38
Same intellectual rigor that characterizes the relevant field test, specialists by experience, § 1:28
Silicone implants, App. B § 6-App. B § 9, 11, 12
Social science, § 1:31
Specialized knowledge. Technical or other specialized knowledge, below
Specificity of necessary qualifications, § 1:14
Standards for determining validity generally, § 1:15-1:24
error rate, above
general acceptance, § 1:24
peer review and publication, § 1:23
testability, below
Technical advisors appointed under inherent authority of court, § 1:39
Technical or other specialized knowledge
generally, § 1:25-1:31
experience, specialists by, § 1:27-1:29
forensic science, § 1:30
parameters of science, § 1:29
police officer experts, § 1:27-1:29
same intellectual rigor that characterizes the relevant field test, specialists by experience, § 1:28
social science, § 1:31
Testability
generally, § 1:16-1:19
evaluation of empirical tests of falsifiability, § 1:17
methodology-conclusion paradox, § 1:18

FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE
—Cont’d
Testability—Cont’d
questions studied in field vs. legally relevant inquiry, § 1:19
Toxicology, § 22:11 et seq.
FEIGNED AMNESIA
Repressed memories, § 19:14
FENFLURAMINE
Diet Drugs (this index)
FERTILITY
Tobacco, § 25:44
FIBER EVIDENCE
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:54
FIELD SOBRIETY TESTS
Alcohol testing, § 39:11
FINANCIAL EXPERTISE
Economic and Financial Expertise (this index)
FINGERPRINTS
Generally, § 32:1-32:53, App. 32A
Ability of fingerprint examiners, § 32:44
Absolute identification, case for, § 32:33, 32:45, 32:46
Admission by other courts, reliance on, § 32:9
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 32:38-32:44
Avoidance of actual Daubert analysis, § 32:7
Bringing standards down to meet expertise, § 32:12
Burden of persuasion, reversal of, § 32:5
Comparison of fingerprints, § 32:31
Constancy of patterns, § 32:22, 32:39
Counting minutiae or points of comparison, § 32:34
Crime scene fingerprints, § 32:42
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FINGERPRINTS—Cont’d
Criteria for identification, § 32:45, 32:46
Daubert, admissibility prior to, § 32:2
Daubert, federal court challenges after, § 32:3-32:28
Definitions, App. 32A
Development of fingerprints, § 32:25
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 32:45-32:52
Disposal of latent lifts, § 32:52
Documentation, § 32:51
Empirical validation, § 32:47
Erroneous identifications, § 32:20
Examination of fingerprints, § 32:30
Exclusionary value, § 32:49
Experience of fingerprint examiners, § 32:44
Flexibility of criteria, § 32:11, 32:46
Forged fingerprints, § 32:50
Future directions, § 32:53
General acceptance, reliance on, § 32:10
Generalized case for absolute identification, § 32:33
Interpretation and identification, § 32:32, 32:43
Legal issues, § 32:1-32:20
Omission of fingerprint processing, § 32:52
Planted fingerprints, § 32:50
Processing of fingerprints, § 32:28
Proficiency testing, § 32:47
Qualified identifications, § 32:36, 32:48
Recording of fingerprints, § 32:28
Refusal to conduct Daubert hearing, § 32:4
Reliability, § 32:22
Reporting, § 32:51
Retrieval of records, § 32:26, 32:29, 32:41
Scientific methods applied to research, § 32:27-32:37
Scientific questions, § 32:21-32:26
Self-evident criteria, § 32:45
Self-regulation, § 32:47
Short-lived exception to usual evasions, § 32:14-32:16

FIREARMS AND TOOLMARKS
Generally, § 34:1-34:14, App. 34A, App. 34B
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 34:10
Current developments in caselaw, § 34:5
Daubert, decisions after, § 34:4
Definitions, App. 34A
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 34:11, 34:12
Eyewitness identifications, focus on weapon, § 34:13
Future directions, § 34:14
Legal issues, § 34:1-34:6
Objective criteria for identification, development of, § 34:13
Questions designed to test witness’s ability to identify striated toolmarks, App. 34B
Scientific methods applied to research, § 34:9
Scientific questions, § 34:8
FIRES, ARSONS AND EXPLOSIONS—Cont’d

Daubert standard—Cont’d
Scientific foundation, § 37:8-37:19
Time and cause of death, § 37:14

Definitions, App. 37A

Destructive device standard, § 37:33
Detection of explosives, § 37:71
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 37:46 et seq.

Disclosure of expert and reports, § 37:28

Dogs, detection of accelerants by, § 37:26, 37:41

Electrical activity, § 37:51

Errors in original determinations, § 37:39

Exclusion of expert evidence. Admissibility or exclusion of expert evidence, above

Explosions and explosives, § 37:61, 37:71

Explosive device standard, § 37:33

Fatal fires, § 37:60


Future directions, § 37:72

Glass, crazed, § 37:55

Identification of petroleum products, § 37:45

Independent testing, need for, § 37:31

Indigent defendants, access to experts, § 37:29

Individualization of petroleum products, § 37:45

Laboratory analysis, § 37:44, 37:45, 37:68

Legal issues, § 37:1-37:33

Low temperature ignition, § 37:58

Melted steel, § 37:54

Modeling with computers, § 37:59

Motive testimony, § 37:11

Motor vehicles, stolen autos recovered burned, § 37:63

Negative corpus, § 37:65

Periodical literature, § 37:36
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FIRES, ARSONS AND EXPLOSIONS—Cont’d
Prejudicial photos or imagery, § 37:32
Presumption of accidental cause, § 37:64
Sample preparation, standard methods of, § 37:69
Smoke detectors, § 37:62
Sniffers, § 37:42
Sources, § 37:35, 37:36
Spalling of concrete, § 37:56
Standard methods of sample preparation, § 37:69
Steel, melted, § 37:54
Stolen autos recovered burned, § 37:63
Test burns, § 37:38
Uncertainty in measurement, § 37:40
Ventilation controlled fires, § 37:48
Vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:57

FIT
Relevance (this index)

FOLLOWUP STUDIES
Epidemiology, § 23:35

FORENSIC IDENTIFICATION
—Cont’d
Comparison—Cont’d
identification processes vs. comparison processes, § 29:27
independence of features, § 29:25
Cross-examination right, § 29:16
Deduction and induction, § 29:35
Definitions, App. 29A
DNA (this index)
Documentation of findings, § 29:45
Drugs of abuse, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:59
Experience, substitution for defensible scientific fact, § 29:37
Expression of certainty of opinions, § 29:41
Failure of forensic sciences to consistently appreciate implications of scientific method, § 29:36
Features, comparisons, § 29:24, 29:25
Fiber evidence, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:54
Fingerprints (this index)

FORENSIC IDENTIFICATION
Generally, § 29:1 et seq., App. 29A
Accuracy, § 29:40
Bias in observation and interpretation, § 29:47
Bitemarks (this index)
Blood, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:51
Bullet Lead (this index)
Certainty of opinions, expression of, § 29:41
Class and individual characteristics, comparisons, § 29:23
Comparison generally, § 29:22-29:25
class and individual characteristics, § 29:23
features, § 29:24, 29:25

Bullet Lead (this index)
Certainty of opinions, expression of, § 29:41
Class and individual characteristics, comparisons, § 29:23
Comparison generally, § 29:22-29:25
class and individual characteristics, § 29:23
features, § 29:24, 29:25

Handwriting (this index)
Independent of features, comparisons, § 29:25
Individualization generally, § 29:26-29:28
explicable differences, § 29:28
identification processes vs. comparison processes, § 29:27
Induction and deduction, § 29:35
Intuition, substitution for defensible scientific fact, § 29:37
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FORENSIC IDENTIFICATION
—Cont’d
Legal skepticism concerning case-oriented research, § 29:38
Mineral evidence, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:57
Mismeasure of evidence, § 29:42
Narcotics, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:59
NRC Report, § 29:3-29:10
Objective vs. subjective tests, § 29:49
Parentage (this index)
PCAST Report, § 29:11-29:15
Personal bias in observation and interpretation, § 29:47
Physical evidence not property of one side or other, § 29:48
Physiological fluids, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:51
Precision, § 29:40
Professional practice generally, § 29:45-29:48
documentation of findings, § 29:45
personal bias in observation and interpretation, § 29:47
physical evidence not property of one side or other, § 29:48
statistical basis for evidence evaluation, § 29:46
Proficiency testing as means of ensuring quality in technical procedures, § 29:43, 29:44
Reliability, § 29:40
Same as that vs. born of that, § 29:30
Science and scientific method generally, § 29:32-29:38
failure of forensic sciences to consistently appreciate implications of scientific method, § 29:36
induction and deduction, § 29:35
intuition or experience, substitution for defensible scientific fact, § 29:37
legal skepticism concerning case-oriented research, § 29:38

FORENSIC IDENTIFICATION
—Cont’d
Scientific effects on criminal justice, § 29:21
Signal detection theory and proficiency testing, § 29:44
Soil evidence, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:57
Source, evaluation of generally, § 29:29-29:31
same as that vs. born of that, § 29:30
uniqueness, § 29:31
Standards of operation and performance generally, § 29:39-29:44
expression of certainty of opinions, § 29:41
mismeasure of evidence, § 29:42
proficiency testing as means of ensuring quality in technical procedures, § 29:43, 29:44
reliability, validity, precision and accuracy, § 29:40
signal detection theory and proficiency testing, § 29:44
Statistical basis for evidence evaluation, § 29:46
Subjective vs. objective tests, § 29:49
Subordination of scientific truth to legal truth, § 29:20
Toolmarks. Firearms and Toolmarks (this index)
Uniqueness, § 29:31
Validity, § 29:40
Voice Identification (this index)
Vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria
Generally, § 29:50 et seq.
arson and fire evidence, § 29:57
bitemarks, § 29:56
blood and other physiological fluids, § 29:51
fiber evidence, § 29:54
fingerprint evidence, § 29:56
glass, § 29:52
hair evidence, § 29:53
GENDER STEREOTYPING
—Cont’d
Same-sex discrimination, § 17:3
Scientific questions, § 17:12
Social norms, § 17:40
Statutory background, § 17:2-17:6
Subtypes and subgroups, § 17:20
Title VII, because of . . . sex under, § 17:4
Traditional research methodologies, § 17:15
Variability in stereotype activation, § 17:31

GENERAL ACCEPTANCE
Frye (this index)

GENERALIZATION
Statistical evidence, § 5:12

GEOGRAPHIC MARKETS
Monopolies and antitrust, § 44:11

GLASS
Fires, arsons and explosions, crazed glass, § 37:55
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:52

GLOBAL AMNESIA
Repressed memories, § 19:15

GRAPHS
Statistical Evidence (this index)

GUESSING
Survey research, § 7:17

GUILTY BUT MENTALLY ILL
Insanity, tests of, § 8:6

GUILTY KNOWLEDGE TEST (GKT)
Polygraph Tests (this index)

HAIR
Drug testing, validity of underlying theory or principle, § 40:3
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:53

HANDWRITING
Generally, § 33:1-33:40
Admissibility in American jurisdictions, § 33:3
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 33:11-33:13
Computer authentication, § 33:40
Conrad, § 33:33
Counter-testimony on FDE’s claimed skills, § 33:8
CTS proficiency tests, § 33:37
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 33:14-33:38
Found and Rogers, § 33:34
Future directions, § 33:39, 33:40
History, § 33:2-33:7
Interdependence of research and court decisions, § 33:39
Kam and associates, studies by, § 33:27-33:31
Law review literature, § 33:9
Legal issues, § 33:1-33:9
Possibility of science of handwriting identification, § 33:11
Proficiency tests, § 33:15 et seq.
Proposed principles of handwriting identification, § 33:12
Sita, Found and Rogers, § 33:35
Srihara, Cha, Arora and Lee, § 33:36
Testing document examiner expertise, § 33:14 et seq.
Vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:58

HEADSPACE TECHNIQUES
Alcohol testing, gas chromatography, § 39:38

HEARSAY EVIDENCE
Children, out-of-court statements, § 16:2-16:4
HEART DISEASE
Diet drugs, fenfluramine and dexfenfluramine, § 27:33
Tobacco, § 25:52

HEMATOLOGICAL CANCER
Benzene, § 28:22

HEMATOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE
Benzene, § 28:20

HIGH-PERFORMANCE OR HIGH-PRESSURE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
Drug testing, § 40:37

HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
Drug testing, survey, § 40:22

HIRED GUN
Ethics, status of expert, § 2:7

HORIZONTAL GAZE NYSTAGMUS (HGN)
Alcohol Testing (this index)
Drug Testing (this index)

HYPERTENSION
Tobacco, § 25:26

HYPERVIGILANCE
Battered child syndrome, § 13:9

HYPNOSIS
Generally, § 18:1-18:44
Accuracy of memory, effect on, § 18:29
Active participation, § 18:27
Admissibility of hypnotically refreshed testimony generally, § 18:3-18:6
admissible with safeguards, § 18:5
per se admissible, § 18:3
per se inadmissible, § 18:6
totality of circumstances, § 18:4
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 18:21-18:32
Brain, future directions, § 18:39
Brain functioning, effect on, § 18:26

HYPNOSIS—Cont’d
Causal link between early trauma, dissociative pathology and high hypnotizability, § 18:37
Certainty, § 18:15, 18:29, 18:30
Clinical efficacy, § 18:16, 18:31, 18:32
Clinical outcome, future directions, § 18:42
Cognition, future directions, § 18:40
Control by subject of behavior, § 18:30
Defined, § 18:9
Design of research, § 18:20
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 18:33-18:37
Dissecting hypnotic response, § 18:41
Dissociation, future directions, § 18:43
Effectiveness of intervention, § 18:31
Faking of hypnosis, § 18:19
Future directions, § 18:38-18:44
Immune system, future directions, § 18:44
Legal issues, § 18:1-18:7
Measurement of hypnotic response, § 18:18
Medically disordered patients, effectiveness of intervention, § 18:31
Memory, § 18:15, 18:29, 18:30
Methodology of research, § 18:20
Negative side effects, risk of, § 18:32
Per se admissibility of hypnotically refreshed testimony, § 18:3
Per se inadmissibility of hypnotically refreshed testimony, § 18:6
Personality of subject, § 18:13, 18:22-18:24
Psychologically disordered patients, effectiveness of intervention, § 18:31
Reliability of hypnotic response, § 18:18
HYPNOSIS—Cont’d
Research foundation, § 18:11
Responsibility, §§ 18:15, 18:29, 18:30
Responsiveness depends on efforts and abilities of subject rather than person administering hypnosis, § 18:23
Risk of negative side effects, § 18:32
Scientific methods applied to research, §§ 18:17-18:20
Scientific questions, §§ 18:12-18:16
Simulation of hypnosis, § 18:19
Stability of hypnotic response, §§ 18:22, 18:33
Totality of circumstances, admissibility of hypnotically refreshed testimony, § 18:4
Trauma, future directions, § 18:43
Volitional capacity, transcending, § 18:28
When is person hypnotized, § 18:10

HYPOTHESIS TESTS
Statistical Evidence (this index)

IDENTIFICATION
Eyewitness Identifications (this index)
Forensic Identification (this index)

IMAGING
Silicone implants, App. B § 29

IMMEDIATE HARM
Battered women syndrome, self-defense, § 12:9-12:12

IMMUNE SYSTEM AND IMMUNOLOGY
Hypnosis, § 18:44
Silicone implants, App. B §§ 22, 24

IMMUNOASSAYS
Drug testing, § 40:35

IMPEACHMENT
Polygraph tests, § 38:8

IMPLANTED ARRAYS
Neuroimaging, § 20:61

IMPLANTS
Silicone Implants (this index)

IMPULSE DISORDERS
Generally, §§ 8:45-8:50
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:49
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:50
Scientific methods applied to research, § 8:48
Scientific questions, §§ 8:46, 8:47

INCOMPLETE ANSWERS
Survey research, clarification by probing, § 7:19

INCOMPLETE ENCODING
Repressed memories, § 19:12

INDIVIDUALIZATION
Forensic Identification (this index)

INDUCTION AND DEDUCTION
Forensic identification, § 29:35

INFANTS
Children (this index)

INFERENCE
Scientific Method (this index)
Taxonomy of expertise, App. A § 13

INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
Alcohol breath tests, § 39:54

INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS
Patents (this index)

INJURY SIMILARITY
Benzene, § 28:6

IN-PERSON INTERVIEWS
Survey research, § 7:23

INSANITY AND DIMINISHED CAPACITY
Generally, §§ 8:1-8:50
Abolition of insanity defense, § 8:7
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:18
ALI test of insanity, § 8:5
Assessing competence to be executed, § 8:11
INDEX

INSANITY AND DIMINISHED CAPACITY—Cont’d
Burden of proof for commitment following acquittal by reason of insanity, § 8:10
Capital punishment, § 8:11, 8:12
Diagnostic criteria, § 8:19
Diminished capacity, § 8:8
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:19-8:22
Dissociative identity disorder, Multiple Personality Disorder (this index)
Durham product test of insanity, § 8:4
Environment, etiological role of, § 8:21
Epilepsy (this index)
Gambling, Impulse Disorders (this index)
Guilty but mentally ill, tests of insanity, § 8:6
Impulse Disorders (this index)
Kleptomania, Impulse Disorders (this index)
Legal issues, generally, § 8:1-8:14
Major psychoses
generally, § 8:15-8:22
agreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:18
diagnostic criteria, § 8:19
disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:19-8:22
environment, etiological role of, § 8:21
nervous system etiological factors, § 8:20
scientific methods applied to research, § 8:17
scientific questions, § 8:16
violence and psychoses, § 8:22
Mental Retardation (this index)
M’Naghten test of insanity, § 8:3
Multiple Personality Disorder (this index)
Nervous system etiological factors, § 8:20
Neuroimaging, § 20:13

INSANITY AND DIMINISHED CAPACITY—Cont’d
Pathological gambling, Impulse Disorders (this index)
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (this index)
Procedural safeguards for insanity claims, § 8:9-8:11
Pyromania, provision of, § 8:9
Pyromania, Impulse Disorders (this index)
Scientific methods applied to research, § 8:17
Scientific questions, § 8:16
Tests of insanity
generally, § 8:2-8:7
abolition of insanity defense, § 8:7
ALI test, § 8:5
Durham product test, § 8:4
guilty but mentally ill, § 8:6
M’Naghten test, § 8:3
Violence and psychoses, § 8:22

INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:11

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Economic and financial expertise, causation of damages, § 43:17
Patents (this index)

INTERNET SURVEYS
Survey research, § 7:26

INTERPERSONAL FUNCTIONING
Rape Trauma Syndrome (this index)

INTERROGATION TOOL
Polygraph tests, § 38:98

INTER-SCORER AGREEMENT
Polygraph tests, control question test (CQT), § 38:70

INTERVAL ESTIMATES
Statistical evidence, hypothesis tests, § 5:40

INTERVIEWS AND INTERVIEWERS
Children (this index)
INTERVIEWS AND INTERVIEWERS—Cont’d
Survey Research (this index)

INTUITION
Forensic identification, substitution for defensible scientific fact, § 29:37

IN VIVO STUDIES
Toxicology, § 22:4

JAIL
Drug testing, inmate surveys, § 40:25

JURY AND JURY TRIAL
Composition and selection, § 3:2-3:8
Decision process, § 3:9-3:14
Eyewitness identifications, instructions to jury, § 15:11
Layperson response to experts, § 3:15-3:25
Polygraph tests, control question test (CQT), § 38:43
Trial organization and procedures, effect of, § 3:26-3:34

JUSTIFICATION OR EXCUSE
Battered women syndrome, self-defense, § 12:14

JUVENILE DEVELOPMENT
Neuroimaging, § 20:15

KIDNEY CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:33

KLEPTOMANIA
Impulse Disorders (this index)

LACK OF VOLITIONAL CONTROL TEST
Sexual aggressors, § 10:6-10:8

LACTATION
Silicone implants, App. B § 28

LARYNGEAL CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:30

LATENCY PERIODS
Benzene, § 28:31

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND AGENCIES
Accident reconstruction, qualifications, § 41:5
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:27-1:29
Polygraph Tests (this index)

LEARNED HELPLESSNESS
Battered child syndrome, § 13:10
Battered women syndrome, self-defense, § 12:5

LEUKEMIA
Electromagnetic fields, residential exposures, § 24:23
Tobacco, § 25:37

LIE DETECTION
Neuroimaging, § 20:8, 20:16
Polygraph Tests (this index)

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Repressed memories, § 19:2

LINEAR ASSOCIATIONS
Drug testing, § 40:44
Statistical evidence, correlation and regression, § 5:46

LINGUISTIC PROCESSES
Children, § 16:36

LIVER CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:38

LOADED QUESTIONS
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:38

LOST PROFITS
Economic and financial expertise, § 43:49
Patents, § 43:40, 43:41, 43:44

LOST SALES
Economic and financial expertise, § 43:48, 43:49
Patents, § 43:43

LOW BIRTHWEIGHT
Tobacco, § 25:57

LOW CALORIE DIETS (LCD)
Diet drugs, § 27:12
LOW TEMPERATURE IGNITION
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:58

LUMBAR PUNCTURE AND CEREBROSPINAL FLUID ANALYSIS
Neuroimaging, § 20:58

LUNG CANCER
Asbestos, § 26:25, 26:29
Tobacco, § 25:29, 25:53

LYING AND TRUTH-TELLING
Children, § 16:38

LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS
Benzene, § 28:23-28:26

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)
Neuroimaging, § 20:25-20:49

MAGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY (MEG)
Neuroimaging, § 20:53

MAIL SURVEYS
Survey research, § 7:25

MAIN DIAGONAL MISSING DATA PATTERN
Scientific method, § 4:23

MARKET SHARE
Asbestos, causation, § 26:6

MATURATION
Scientific method, § 4:30, 4:36

MAZINDOL
Diet drugs, § 27:23

MEASUREMENT
Economic and Financial Expertise (this index)
Scientific Method (this index)

MEDICAL EXAMINER CASES
Drug testing, interpretation of results, § 40:54

MELTED STEEL
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:54

MEMORY
Children (this index)
Hypnosis (this index)
Neuroimaging, § 20:16
Repressed Memories (this index)

MENTAL RETARDATION
Generally, § 8:23-8:27
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:26
Capital punishment, § 8:13
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:27
Scientific methods applied to research, § 8:25
Scientific questions, § 8:24

MESOTHELIOMA
Asbestos, § 26:24, 26:28

META-ANALYSIS
Gender stereotyping, § 17:17

MILITARY
Drug testing, worldwide surveys, § 40:24

MIMICKING
Voice identification, § 36:21

MINERAL EVIDENCE
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:57

MINORS
Children (this index)

MITIGATION OF DAMAGES
Economic and financial expertise, § 43:32

MIXTURES
DNA, § 30:58

M’NAGHTEN
Insanity, test of, § 8:3

MONOPOLIES AND ANTITRUST
Generally, § 44:1-44:14
Benchmarks used to calculate class damages, § 43:34
Causation of damages, § 43:15
MONOPOLIES AND ANTITRUST—Cont’d
Class actions, § 43:33-43:37
Damages generally, § 43:33-43:37
benchmarks used to calculate class damages, § 43:34
calculation of class damages, § 43:34, 43:35
class actions, § 43:33-43:37
exclusion of evidence, § 44:7
indirect purchaser class actions, § 43:37
linking damages to violation, summary judgment, § 44:14
non-class actions, § 43:33
Daubert and economic science, § 44:5
Disaggregation, summary judgment, § 44:13
Exclusion of evidence generally, § 44:2, 44:4-44:8
damages, § 44:7
Daubert and economic science, § 44:5
monopolization, § 44:6
price-fixing, § 44:5
Geographic markets, measurement of, § 44:11
Indirect purchaser class actions, § 43:37
Linking damages to violation, § 44:14
Non-class actions, § 43:33
Novelty, § 44:3
Predatory pricing, summary judgment, § 44:10
Price-fixing, exclusion of evidence, § 44:5
Relevance of economic analysis, § 44:1-44:3
Summary judgment generally, § 44:2, 44:9-44:13
agreement, evidence of, § 44:12
disaggregation, § 44:13
geographic markets, measurement of, § 44:11
linking damages to violation, § 44:14

MONOPOLIES AND ANTITRUST—Cont’d
Summary judgment—Cont’d predatory pricing, § 44:10
Testability, § 44:3

MOTOR VEHICLES
Alcohol Testing (this index)
Drug Testing (this index)
Fires, arsons and explosions, stolen autos recovered burned, § 37:63
MULTICULTURAL CLINICAL ASSESSMENT
Projective techniques, § 11:15
MULTIPLE MYELOMA
Benzene, § 28:26
MULTIPLE PERSONALITY DISORDER
Generally, § 8:39-8:44
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:43
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:44
Hypnosis, § 18:43
Scientific methods applied to research, § 8:42
Scientific questions, § 8:40, 8:41
MULTIPLE REGRESSION
Generally, § 6:1-6:24, App. 6A
Additional explanatory variables, choice of, § 6:7
Causation of changes in dependent variable by explanatory variables, § 6:16
Correlation of explanatory variables, § 6:17
Dependent variable, choice of, § 6:5
Expert witness, § 6:21
Explanatory variable that is relevant, choice of, § 6:6
Functional form of multiple regression model, choice of, § 6:8
Individual data points, sensitivity of results to, § 6:19
Individual error in regression model as independent, § 6:18
MULTIPLE REGRESSION—Cont’d
Interpretation of results
generally, § 6:10-6:20
appropriate level of statistical signiﬁcance, § 6:13
causation of changes in dependent variable by explanatory variables, § 6:16
correlation of explanatory variables, § 6:17
individual data points, sensitivity of results to, § 6:19
individual error in regression model as independent, § 6:18
measurement errors, § 6:20
one- or two-tailed statistical tests, § 6:14
practical and statistical signiﬁcance, § 6:11-6:14
robust results, § 6:15-6:20
Measurement errors, § 6:20
Model speciﬁcation
generally, § 6:2-6:9
additional explanatory variables, choice of, § 6:7
dependent variable, choice of, § 6:5
explanatory variable that is relevant, choice of, § 6:6
functional form of multiple regression model, choice of, § 6:8
method of analysis, choice of multiple regression as, § 6:9
speciﬁc question under investigation, § 6:3
One- or two-tailed statistical tests, § 6:14
Practical and statistical signiﬁcance, § 6:11-6:14
Presentation of statistical evidence
generally, § 6:22-6:24
database information and analytical procedures that will aid in resolving disputes over statistical studies, § 6:24
disagreements regarding data on which analysis is based, § 6:23
Robust results, § 6:15-6:20

NARCOTICS
Drugs and Narcotics (this index)

NATIONAL SECURITY
SCREENING
Polygraph tests, federal employees and job applicants, § 38:114

NEGATIVE CORPUS
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:65

NEUROGENTICS
Neuroimaging, § 20:63

NEUROIMAGING
Generally, § 20:1-20:63
Behavioral genetics, § 20:63
Behavior or emotional disorders, § 20:11
Chemical sensitivities, § 20:7
Civil cases, applications in, § 20:3-20:8
Classical neuroanatomical and neurophysiological techniques, § 20:56, 20:57
Clinical diagnostic and intervention methods, § 20:58-20:61
Competence, § 20:14
Computed axial tomography (CT), § 20:50
Corroboration of conditions relevant to mens rea or culpability, § 20:12
Criminal cases, application in, § 20:9-20:17
Death cases, § 20:17
Deep brain stimulation, § 20:60
Diminished cognitive capacity, § 20:10
Electroencephalography (EEG), § 20:53
Electrophysiology, § 20:57
Emerging technologies, § 20:62, 20:63
Implanted arrays, § 20:61
Insanity defense, § 20:13
Juvenile development, § 20:15
Lie detection, § 20:8, 20:16
Lumbar puncture and cerebrospinal fluid analysis, § 20:58
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NEUROIMAGING—Cont’d
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), § 20:25-20:49
Magnetoencephalography (MEG), § 20:53
Memory, § 20:16
Neurogenetics, § 20:63
Optical imaging techniques, § 20:54
Optogenetics, § 20:62
Possitron emission tomography (PET), § 20:51
Qualification of expert, § 20:2
Scientific issues, § 20:18 et seq.
Single proton emission computed tomography (SPECT), § 20:52
Techniques, § 20:24-20:63
Toxic encephalopathy, § 20:7
Transcranial magnetic stimulation, § 20:59

NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES
Silicone implants, App. B § 27

NEUROTOXICITY
Diet drugs, fenfluramine and dexfenfluramine, § 27:26

NOMINAL RATES METHOD
Economic and financial expertise, time value of money, § 43:85

NON-CANCEROUS CONDITIONS
Benzene, § 28:21

NON-CAUSATION ISSUES
Benzene, § 28:2

NONHUMAN DNA TESTING
Generally, § 30:59

NONRANDOMIZED STUDIES
Epidemiology, § 23:34 et seq.

NORMATIVE MATTERS
Scientific method, § 4:4
Taxonomy of expertise, App. A § 12

NOTIFICATION
Sexual Aggressors (this index)

OBJECTIVITY VS.
SUBJECTIVITY—Cont’d
Fingerprints, criteria, § 32:45

OBJECTIVITY VS.
SUBJECTIVITY
Firearms and toolmarks, criteria for identification, § 34:13
Forensic identification, § 29:49
Taxonomy of expertise, subjective translational systems, App. A § 10, 11

ONE- OR TWO-TAILED TESTS
Multiple regression, § 6:14
Statistical evidence, § 5:38

ONTOGENY
Sexual aggressors, § 10:55

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
Survey research, § 7:18

OPTICAL IMAGING
TECHNIQUES
Neuroimaging, § 20:54

OPTOGENETICS
Neuroimaging, § 20:62

ORAL CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:30

ORLISTAT
Diet drugs, modification of digestive processes through diet drugs, § 27:26

OSTEOPOROSIS
Tobacco, § 25:43

OUTLIERS
Statistical evidence, correlation and regression, § 5:47

OUT-OF-COURT STATEMENTS
Children (this index)

PAINT
Forensic identification, § 29:55

PANCREATIC CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:34

PARENTAGE
Generally, § 31:1-31:19
Assumptions underlying W, § 31:13, 31:14
Criminal cases, § 31:7
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PARENTAGE—Cont’d
Disputed paternity vs. disputed identity
generally, § 31:15-31:18
computational differences, § 31:18
genetic differences, § 31:17
technical differences, § 31:16
Evaluation of significance of paternity match, § 31:12
Genetic markers used in testing, § 31:9
Genetic principles, § 31:10
Impact of tests, § 31:4
Legal issues, § 31:1-31:7
Movement toward admissibility, § 31:2
New tests, § 31:3
Paternity index, § 31:5
Principles underlying W, § 31:13, 31:14
Probability of paternity, § 31:5
Product rule, § 31:14
Selection of genetic tests, § 31:11
Uniform Parentage Act, § 31:6
Weight of tests, § 31:4

PARRICIDE
Battered child syndrome, § 13:6

PASSIVE ALCOHOL SENSOR (PAS)
Alcohol breath tests, § 39:45

PASSIVE SMOKING
Tobacco (this index)

PATENTS
Generally, § 43:38 et seq.
Causation of damages, § 43:17
Damages, generally, § 43:38 et seq.
Legal framework, § 43:39
Lost profits, § 43:40, 43:41, 43:44
Lost sales, § 43:43
Price erosion, § 43:42
Reasonable royalty, § 43:45

PATERNITY
Parentage (this index)

PATHOLOGICAL GAMBLING
Impulse Disorders (this index)

PCAST REPORT
Forensic identification, § 29:11-29:15

PEER PRESSURE AND PEER INTERACTION
Children, interviews and suggestibility, § 16:22

PEER REVIEW AND PUBLICATION
Accident reconstruction, § 41:11
Epidemiology, § 23:20
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:23
Repressed memories, § 19:24

PERSONALITY
Hypnosis, § 18:13, 18:22-18:24

PHALLOMETRIC STUDIES
Sexual aggressors, § 10:42

PHARMACOKINETICS
Alcohol testing, § 39:71
Drug testing, § 40:28

PHARMACOLOGY
Drug Testing (this index)

PHARMACOTHERAPY
Obesity, § 27:18 et seq.
Sexual aggressors, § 10:33

PHENLPROPANOLAMINE
Diet drugs, § 27:28

PHENTERMINE
Diet drugs, § 27:22

PHYSICS
Electromagnetic fields, § 24:25

PHYSIOLOGICAL FLUIDS
Blood (this index)
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories
in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:51

PIPE SMOKING
Health effects, § 25:50

PLANTING OF FINGERPRINTS
Generally, § 32:50
POLICE OFFICERS AND AGENCIES

Law Enforcement Officers and Agencies (this index)

POLYGRAPH TESTS

Generally, § 38:1-38:118

Accuracy

control question test (CQT), § 38:58, 38:60, 38:64, 38:91 et seq., 38:94

guilty knowledge test (GKT), § 38:110-38:112


Admissibility of evidence generally, § 38:2-38:8

corroborated and impeachment, use for, § 38:8

discretionary admission, § 38:4-38:6

Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 403, § 38:5

per se exclusion, § 38:3

stipulation, admission by, § 38:7

Adversarial vs. friendly CQTs, § 38:77

Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 38:25-38:38, 38:65-38:118

Brain fingerprinting, guilty knowledge test (GKT), § 38:109

Case against polygraph tests, generally, § 38:45-38:118

Case for polygraph tests, generally, § 38:20-38:44

Computerization, effect on accuracy of control question test (CQT), § 38:60, 38:94

Confessions generally, § 38:9

control question test (CQT), § 38:82, 38:83

inducement, § 38:97

Consistency, control question test (CQT), § 38:41, 38:54

Constitutional guarantees, § 38:10

Control question test (CQT) generally, § 38:22, 38:47 et seq.

POLYGRAPH TESTS—Cont’d

Control question test (CQT)—Cont’d

accuracy, § 38:58, 38:60, 38:64, 38:91 et seq., 38:94

adversarial vs. friendly CQTs, § 38:77

application of test, § 38:36

branch of science relevant to evaluation of theory and application, § 38:52

computerization, effect on accuracy, § 38:60, 38:94

confessions, field studies, § 38:82, 38:83

consistency, § 38:41, 38:54

controlling standards, lack of, § 38:69

countermeasures, § 38:34, 38:59, 38:93

directed lie test (DLT), below distinguished psychologists, survey of, § 38:102

federal employees and job applicants, screening of, § 38:63

field studies, § 38:30, 38:81-38:86, 38:92

friendly polygrapher, § 38:42

genuine control question, § 38:74

implausibility of theory, § 38:72-38:78

inconsistency, selectivity and misrepresentations, § 38:41

independent criteria or guilt or innocence, field studies, § 38:84, 38:85

innocent subjects, control questions do not work for, § 38:73

interpretation of chart, subjectivity of, § 38:68

inter-scorer agreement, § 38:70

intractable problems inherent to evaluation of theory, § 38:78-38:86

juries, § 38:43

laboratory studies, § 38:26, 38:79, 38:91

law enforcement agencies, use by, § 38:61
INDEX

POLYGRAPH TESTS—Cont’d
Control question test (CQT)—Cont’d
methodologically flawed surveys of scientists, § 38:100
misconceptions about test, § 38:40-38:43
overreaction to control questions makes guilty subjects appear truthful, § 38:76
prevailing scientific opinion, § 38:62
protection of innocent subjects from failing test, § 38:75
reliability, § 38:54, 38:70, 38:71
scientific questions and methods, § 38:52 et seq.
scientific soundness, § 38:55
scientific standards necessary to provide meaningful appraisal of accuracy, § 38:57
scoring, § 38:49
skepticism of scientists, generally, § 38:99-38:106
society for psychophysiological research members, accurate survey of, § 38:101
standardization of question construction and administration, lack of, § 38:67
stimulation test, § 38:50
summary of scientific opinion, § 38:104
testability, § 38:56
test-retest agreement, § 38:71
textbooks on psychology, § 38:103
theory, § 38:48
validity, § 38:58, 38:60, 38:64
Corroboration, use for, § 38:8
Countermeasures
generally, § 38:33-38:35
control question test (CQT), § 38:34, 38:59, 38:93
guilty knowledge test (GKT), § 38:35
Report of National Academies of Science on the Scientific Evidence for the Polygraph, § 38:15

POLYGRAPH TESTS—Cont’d
Credible studies, identification of generally, § 38:87-38:90
criteria for credible validity study, § 38:88
example of non-credible validity study, § 38:90
plan for credible validity study, § 38:89
Directed lie test (DLT)
generally, § 38:23, 38:51, 38:95
field studies, § 38:31
implausibility of theory, § 38:78
laboratory studies, § 38:27
limited research, § 38:95
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 38:25-38:38, 38:65-38:114
Discretionary admission of evidence, § 38:4-38:6
ERP-GKT, § 38:112
Federal employees and job applicants generally, § 38:114, 38:115
control question test (CQT), § 38:63
national security screening, § 38:114
opinions of DOE national laboratory senior scientists regarding screening, § 38:115
Report of National Academies of Science on the Scientific Evidence for the Polygraph, security screening, § 38:16
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 403, § 38:5
Field studies
generally, § 38:29-38:32
control question test (CQT), § 38:30, 38:81-38:86, 38:92
directed lie test (DLT), § 38:31
guilty knowledge test (GKT), § 38:32
Friendly polygrapher, control question test (CQT), § 38:42
Future directions, § 38:39, 38:116 et seq.
General acceptance, § 38:38
Guilty knowledge test (GKT)
Generally, § 38:107-38:113
POLYGRAPH TESTS—Cont’d
Guilty knowledge test (GKT)
—Cont’d
application of test, § 38:37
brain fingerprinting, § 38:109
countermeasures, § 38:35
ERP-GKT, § 38:112
evidence supporting accuracy of
test, § 38:110-38:112
field studies, § 38:32
future directions, § 38:118
laboratory studies, § 38:28
measuring brainwaves, § 38:109
rationale behind test, § 38:108
scientific opinion, § 38:113
Impeachment, use for, § 38:8
Inducement of confessions, § 38:97
Instrumentation, § 38:46-38:51
Interpretation of chart, subjectivity
of, § 38:68
Interrogation tool, test as, § 38:98
Inter-scorer agreement, control ques-
tion test (CQT), § 38:70
Juries, control question test (CQT),
§ 38:43
Laboratory studies
generally, § 38:26-38:28
control question test (CQT),
§ 38:26, 38:79, 38:91
directed lie test (DLT), § 38:27
guilty knowledge test (GKT),
§ 38:28
Law enforcement agencies
generally, § 38:96-38:98
confessions, inducement of,
§ 38:97
control question test (CQT),
§ 38:61
interrogation tool, test as, § 38:98
Legal issues, § 38:1-38:19
Major developments, § 38:39
Misrepresentations, control question
test (CQT), § 38:41
National security screening, federal
employees and job applicants,
§ 38:114
Overreaction to control questions
makes guilty subjects appear
truthful, § 38:76

POLYGRAPH TESTS—Cont’d
Per se exclusion of evidence, § 38:3
Psychophysiological detection of
deception techniques
generally, § 38:21-38:24
counterquestion test (CQT),
§ 38:22
directed lie test (DLT), § 38:23
guilty knowledge tests (GKT),
§ 38:24
relevant-irrelevant test (RIT),
§ 38:21
Relevant scientific community,
§ 38:65, 38:66
Reliability, control question test
(CQT), § 38:54, 38:70, 38:71
Report of National Academies of
 Science on the Scientific Evi-
dence for the Polygraph
generally, § 38:11-38:18
accuracy of polygraphs, § 38:14
alternatives and enhancements to
 polygraph, § 38:17
basic science, § 38:13
countermeasures, § 38:15
executive summary, § 38:12-38:18
research recommendations,
§ 38:18
scientific evidence, § 38:13-38:15
security screening, § 38:16
Scientific questions and methods,
§ 38:52 et seq.
Scientific soundness, control question
test (CQT), § 38:55
Scoring, control question test (CQT),
§ 38:49
Selectivity, control question test
(CQT), § 38:41
Skepticism of scientists, generally,
§ 38:99-38:106
Standardization of question construc-
tion and administration, lack of,
§ 38:67
Stimulation test, control question test
(CQT), § 38:50
Stipulation, admission by, § 38:7
Testability, control question test
(CQT), § 38:56
POLYGRAPH TESTS—Cont’d
Test-retest agreement, control question test (CQT), § 38:71
Validity, control question test (CQT), § 38:58, 38:60, 38:64

POSSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (PET)
Neuroimaging, § 20:51

POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES
Statistical evidence, § 5:42

POSTMORTEM TESTING
Drug testing, selection of specimens, § 40:30

POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
Generally, § 8:33-8:38
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:37
Battered child syndrome, § 13:8
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 8:38
Rape Trauma Syndrome (this index)
Scientific methods applied to research, § 8:36
Scientific questions, § 8:34, 8:35

POWER LINES
Electromagnetic fields, regulation of siting, § 24:3

PRECISION
Drug testing, § 40:45
Forensic identification, § 29:40
Survey research, § 7:16

PREDATORY PRICING
Monopolies and antitrust, summary judgment, § 44:10

PREDICTIONS OF VIOLENCE—Cont’d
Constitutional law, § 9:6, 9:7
Defining what must be proven, § 9:2
Difficulty of prediction in field, § 9:14
Evidentiary standards of admissibility, § 9:3-9:5
Future directions, § 9:22
History and development of field, § 9:9-9:12
Individual recidivism, prediction of, § 9:15
Limitations inherent in research on violent risk assessment, § 9:12
Preferred methods of risk assessment, § 9:13
Qualifications, § 9:4
Racial disparities in incarceration, exacerbation of, § 9:16
Research approaches, § 9:11
Scientific questions, § 9:9-9:17
Types of risk factors, § 9:10

PREDICTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Scientific method, § 4:24, 4:25

PREGNANCY
Silicone implants, App. B § 28

PREJUDICE
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:6
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:32
Rape trauma syndrome, § 14:9

PRELIMINARY TESTS
Drug testing, § 40:4, 40:12

PREMATURE BIRTH
Tobacco, § 25:56

PRESENT VALUE
Economic and financial expertise, § 43:21

PRESUMPTIONS
Fires, arsons and explosions, accidental cause, § 37:64

PRICE EROSION
Patents, § 43:42
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PRICE-FIXING
Monopolies and antitrust, exclusion of evidence, § 44:5

PRIMARY PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
Diet drugs, fenfluramine and dexfenfluramine, § 27:32

PRISONS
Drug testing, inmate surveys, § 40:25

PRIVACY
Sexual aggressors, community registration and notification, § 10:19

PROFESSIONAL AUTONOMY
Statistical evidence, § 5:4

PROFICIENCY TESTING
Bitemarks, § 35:13
DNA (this index)
Fingerprints, § 32:47
Forensic identification, ensuring quality in technical procedures, § 29:43, 29:44

Handwriting (this index)

PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES
Generally, § 11:1-11:17
Accuracy of scores and interrater reliability, § 11:11
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 11:9
Availability of data and manuscripts, § 11:16
Child sexual abuse, detection of, § 11:14
Diagnosis, § 11:13
Failure to critically assess clinical testimony based on projective techniques, § 11:4
Future directions, § 11:17
Impression management, § 11:10
Interrater reliability and accuracy of scores, § 11:11
Legal issues, § 11:1-11:4
Legal uses, § 11:3
Multicultural clinical assessment, § 11:15

PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES—Cont’d
Overperception of psychopathology, § 11:12
Primer of projective techniques, § 11:6
Psychological uses, § 11:2
Scientific methods applied in research, § 11:8
Scientific questions, § 11:7

PROPS AND DOLLS
Children, § 16:26

PUBLICATION
Peer Review and Publication (this index)

PULMONARY DISEASE
Tobacco, § 25:31

PUNISHMENT
Sexual aggressors, registration and notification laws, § 10:18

P-VALUE
Statistical evidence, § 5:35

PYROMANIA
Impulse Disorders (this index)

QUALIFICATIONS
Benzene, § 28:12

QUALIFICATIONS OF EXPERTS
Accident reconstruction, § 41:3-41:7
Clinical medical testimony, exclusion of expert testimony, § 21:10
DNA, § 30:16
Economic and financial expertise, § 43:2, 43:13
Neuroimaging, § 20:2
Rape trauma syndrome, § 14:6
Silicone implants, App. B § 5

QUALITY CONTROL AND ASSURANCE
Drug testing, laboratory practices, § 40:51

QUALITY CONTROL AND ASSURANCE
Drug testing, laboratory practices, § 40:51
INDEX

QUASI-EXPERIMENTS
Scientific method, § 4:43

RACE
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:31

RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS AND STUDIES
Epidemiology, § 23:33
Statistical evidence, § 5:10

RAPE TRAUMA SYNDROME
Generally, § 14:1-14:49
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 14:44, 14:45
Anxiety
generally, § 14:28-14:31
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:30
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:29
summary, § 14:31
Consent defense cases, § 14:2-14:4
Daubert, § 14:7
Defense use of syndrome, § 14:10
Depression
generally, § 14:20-14:23
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:22
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:21
summary, § 14:23
Diagnostic categories, changes in, § 14:48
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 14:44, 14:46
Fear
generally, § 14:24-14:27
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:26
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:25
summary, § 14:27
Frye, § 14:7
Future directions, § 14:47-14:49
General acceptance. Reliability/validity and general acceptance, below

RAPE TRAUMA SYNDROME—Cont’d
Health problems
generally, § 14:36-14:39
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:38
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:37
summary, § 14:39
Interpersonal functioning. Social adjustment and interpersonal functioning, below
Legal issues, generally, § 14:1-14:11
Methodological issues, § 14:14
Post-rape behavior, consent defense cases, § 14:4
Posttraumatic stress disorder
generally, § 14:16-14:19
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:18
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:17
summary, § 14:19
Qualifications of expert, § 14:6
Reliability/validity and general acceptance
generally, § 14:5-14:8
Frye v. Daubert, § 14:7
qualifications, § 14:6
understanding of court of research, § 14:8
Research emphasis, new areas of, § 14:49
Scientific vs. legal questions, § 14:13
Social adjustment and interpersonal functioning
generally, § 14:32-14:35
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:34
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:33
summary, § 14:35
Substance abuse
generally, § 14:40-14:43
comparison groups, studies not using, § 14:42
comparison groups, studies using, § 14:41
summary, § 14:43
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RAPE TRAUMA SYNDROME
—Cont’d
Unfair prejudice, potential for, § 14:9
Validity. Reliability/validity and general acceptance, above

REACTION TIME
Alcohol testing, § 39:26

REAL RATES METHOD
Economic and financial expertise, time value of money, § 43:84

REASONABILITYNESS
Battered women syndrome, belief in need to use deadly force, § 12:12

RECIDIVISM
Sexual aggressors, prediction, § 10:26, 10:29, 10:44, 10:52

RECONSTRUCTION OF ACCIDENTS
Accident Reconstruction (this index)

RECORDS AND DOCUMENTATION
Accident reconstruction, § 41:7
Alcohol testing, challenge to breath test results based on failure to follow procedures, § 39:50
Drug testing, laboratory practices, § 40:52
Fingerprints, § 32:22
Forensic identification, § 29:45
Survey research, § 7:30, 7:32-7:34

REGISTRATION
Sexual Aggressors (this index)

REGRESSION
Statistical Evidence (this index)

RELEVANCE
Accident reconstruction, § 41:8
Alcohol testing, horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN), § 39:10
Benzene, fit of evidence, § 28:14
Drug testing, horizontal gaze nystagmus (HGN), § 40:10
Electromagnetic fields, § 24:9

RELEVANCE—Cont’d
Epidemiology (this index)
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:11
Gender stereotyping, § 17:8
Monopolies and antitrust, economic analysis, § 44:1-44:3
Silicone implants, App. B § 10
Structural engineering, § 42:6-42:9
Survey research, § 7:6
Toxicology, fit of evidence, § 22:13

RELEVANT SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY
Polygraph tests, § 38:65, 38:66

RELIABILITY
Accident reconstruction, § 41:9-41:13
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:4
Fingerprints, § 32:22
Forensic identification, § 29:40
Hypnotic response, § 18:18
Polygraph tests, control question test (CQT), § 38:54, 38:70, 38:71
Rape Trauma Syndrome (this index)
Scientific method, § 4:10
Statistical evidence, individual measurements, § 5:17
Structural engineering, § 42:10-42:19

REPEATED INTERVIEWS
Children, suggestibility, § 16:18

REPORT OF NATIONAL ACADEMIES OF SCIENCE ON THE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE FOR THE POLYGRAPH
Polygraph Tests (this index)

REPORTS
Records and Documentation (this index)

REPRESSION MEMORIES
Generally, § 19:1-19:27
Abusers, actions brought against therapists by, § 19:6
Amnesia, § 19:11-19:14
Burden of proof, § 19:20
Error rate in studies, § 19:25
REPRESSION MEMORIES—Cont’d
Evidentiary issues, § 19:3-19:5
Feigned amnesia, § 19:14
Forgetfulness, § 19:10
Future directions, § 19:27
Global amnesia, § 19:13
Legal issues, generally, § 19:1-19:77
Mechanisms of memory, accepted research on, § 19:17
Nondisclosure, § 19:15
Peer review and publication, § 19:24
Scientific agreement, areas of, § 19:9-19:15
Scientific disagreement, areas of, § 19:19-19:26
Statute of limitations, tolling of, § 19:2
Testability, § 19:23
Therapists, actions brought against by abusers, § 19:6
Tolling statute of limitations, § 19:2
Trauma, § 19:21, 19:25
RESIDUAL MOUTH ALCOHOL
Alcohol breath tests, § 39:41, 39:51
RESISTANCE TRAINING
Diet drugs, § 27:14
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
Tobacco, § 25:29-25:31
RETENTION INTERVAL
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:34
REVIEWS
Appeal and Review (this index)
RHEUMATIC DISEASES
Silicone implants, App. B § 24
RISK FREE RATES
Economic and financial expertise, time value of money, § 43:86
ROBUSTNESS
Multiple regression, § 6:15-6:20
Structural engineering, § 42:14-42:17
ROYALTIES
Patents, § 43:45
RULE 10B-5
Securities, § 43:52
SAME-SEX DISCRIMINATION
Gender stereotyping, § 17:3
SAMPLES
Scientific Method (this index)
Voice identification, § 36:12
SANITY
Insanity and Diminished Capacity (this index)
SCATTER DIAGRAMS
Statistical evidence, correlation and regression, § 5:44
SCIENTIFIC METHOD
Generally, § 4:1-4:45
Bias in selection, § 4:16
Causal relationships generally, § 4:26-4:38
chance, § 4:37
correlational data, squeezing causation from, § 4:27
distortions to independent and dependent variables, § 4:38
experimental mortality, § 4:35
history, § 4:29
instrumentation, § 4:32
maturation, § 4:30
selection, § 4:34
selection-maturation interaction, § 4:36
statistical regression, § 4:33
testing, § 4:31
threats to internal validity, generally, § 4:28-4:38
Chance, § 4:37
Conceptual definitions, § 4:8
Confidence limits, statistical aspects, § 4:18
Correlational data, squeezing causation from, § 4:27
Defining and measuring things generally, § 4:7-4:12
conceptual and operational definitions, § 4:8
reliability and validity, § 4:10
scales of measurement, § 4:9
SCIENTIFIC METHOD—Cont’d
Defining and measuring things
—Cont’d
statistical aspects, § 4:12
variables, roles played by, § 4:11
Design of research
generally, § 4:40-4:44
pre-experimental designs, § 4:41
quasi-experiments, § 4:43
statistical aspects, § 4:44
true experiments, § 4:42
Distortions to independent and
dependent variables, § 4:38
Experimental mortality, § 4:35
Instrumentation, § 4:32
Interaction between selection and
maturation, § 4:36
Main diagonal missing data pattern,
§ 4:23
Maturation, § 4:30, 4:36
Measuring things. Defining and
measuring things, above
Minimum conditions for inferring
relationship, § 4:20-4:23
Nature of empirical questions, § 4:3
Normative questions, § 4:4
Operational definitions, § 4:8
Predictive relationships, § 4:24, 4:25
Pre-experimental designs, § 4:41
Purposes of research, § 4:5
Quasi-experiments, § 4:43
Relationships among variables, gen-
erally, § 4:19-4:38
Reliability, § 4:10
Sampling
generally, § 4:13-4:18
confidence limits, statistical
aspects, § 4:18
selection bias, § 4:16
size of sample, statistical aspects,
§ 4:17
statistical aspects, § 4:17, 4:18
types of sampling, § 4:15
units of analysis, § 4:14
Scales of measurement, § 4:9
Selection, § 4:16, 4:34, 4:36
Settings for research, § 4:6

SCIENTIFIC METHOD—Cont’d
Single cell missing data pattern,
§ 4:21
Single row (or column) missing data
pattern, § 4:22
Size of sample, statistical aspects,
§ 4:17
Statistical aspects, § 4:12, 4:17, 4:18,
4:44
Statistical regression, § 4:33
Testing, § 4:31
Threats to external validity, § 4:39
Threats to internal validity. Causal
relationships, above
True experiments, § 4:42
Types of sampling, § 4:15
Units of analysis, § 4:14
Validity, § 4:10
Variables
generally, § 4:19-4:38
causal relationships, above
main diagonal missing data pat-
tern, § 4:23
minimum conditions for inferring
relationship, § 4:20-4:23
predictive relationships, § 4:24,
4:25
relationships among variables,
generally, § 4:19-4:38
roles played by variables, § 4:11
single cell missing data pattern,
§ 4:21
single row (or column) missing
data pattern, § 4:22

SCORING SHEET
Bitemarks, App. 35D

SECURITIES
Generally, § 43:51 et seq.
Adverse information, effect on mar-
et, § 43:58
Damages, generally, § 43:51 et seq.
Disagreement among scientists, areas
of, § 43:58 et seq.
Efficient market hypothesis, § 43:56
Event study analysis, § 43:54 et seq.
Fraud on the markets, § 43:55
Models for damages, § 43:53
Rule 10b-5, § 43:52
SECURITIES—Cont’d
Turnover of securities, proper account of, § 43:63

SELECTION
Drug Testing (this index)
Epidemiology, case-control studies, § 23:37
Scientific method, § 4:16, 4:34, 4:36

SELECTIVITY
Polygraph tests, control question test (CQT), § 38:41

SELF-DEFENSE
Battered Women Syndrome (this index)

SELF-REGULATION
Fingerprints, § 32:47

SELF-REPORTED DATA
Drug testing, strengths and limitations, § 40:19

SENSITIVITY
Benzene, § 28:36
Drug testing, § 40:43

SEXUAL AGGRESSORS
Generally, § 10:1 et seq.
Actuarial studies vs. clinical judgment, § 10:45
Adam Walsh Act, challenges to, § 10:14
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 10:44-10:48
Burden of proof in predicting sexual predation, § 10:23
Case studies, § 10:37
Causal role of other psychological constructs, § 10:54
Cautionary remarks about expert predictions, § 10:30
Clinical judgment vs. actuarial studies, § 10:45
Clinical sample studies, § 10:38
Cognitive-behavioral treatments, § 10:34
Commitment of sexual predators generally, § 10:2 et seq.
conditions of confinement, § 10:12

SEXUAL AGGRESSORS—Cont’d
Commitment of sexual predators—Cont’d
constitutional issues, generally, § 10:3 et seq.
dangerousness, estimation of, § 10:13
defining criminal proceedings and punishment, § 10:9
double jeopardy, § 10:9-10:12
ex post facto clause, § 10:9-10:12
lack of volitional control test, § 10:6-10:8
substantive due process, § 10:5, 10:5-10:8
Community registration and notification generally, § 10:15-10:21
constitutional challenges, generally, § 10:15-10:21
equal protection, § 10:20
privacy, § 10:19
procedural due process, § 10:19
punishment, registration and notification laws as constituting, § 10:18
treatment, supervision and community notification as reducing risk of recidivism, below
Conditions of confinement of sexual predators, § 10:12
Conduct of risk appraisals, § 10:49
Constitutional law
commitment of sexual predators, above
community registration and notification, above
Dangerousness, estimation of, § 10:13
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 10:49-10:51
Double jeopardy, § 10:9-10:12
Due process, § 10:5, 10:5-10:8, 10:19
Electronic monitoring laws, § 10:22
Epidemiological or survey studies, § 10:39
Equal protection, community registration and notification, § 10:20
SEXUAL AGGRESSORS—Cont’d
Etiology and ontogeny, § 10:55
Ex post facto clause, § 10:9-10:12
Instruments for prediction of recidivism, § 10:29
Lack of volitional control test, § 10:6-10:8
Legal issues, generally, § 10:1 et seq.
Mental disorder, sexual aggressors as having, § 10:36
Nonbehavioral psychotherapy, § 10:32
Notification. Community registration and notification, above
Ontogeny and etiology, § 10:55
Other psychological constructs, causal role of, § 10:54
Outcome measure, § 10:28
Phallometric studies, § 10:42
Pharmacological treatments, § 10:33
Prediction studies, § 10:40
Privacy, community registration and notification, § 10:19
Procedural due process, community registration and notification, § 10:19
Punishment, registration and notification laws as constituting, § 10:18
Questions addressed by scientists vs. information relevant to legal issues, § 10:27
Recidivism, prediction of, § 10:26, 10:29, 10:44, 10:52
Registration. Community registration and notification, above
Scientific methods applied in research, generally, § 10:36-10:43
Scientific questions, § 10:26-10:35
Screening of potential sex offenders, § 10:56
Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA), § 10:21
Sexually deviant, sexual aggressors as, § 10:47, 10:51
Substantive due process, § 10:5, 10:5-10:8

SEXUAL AGGRESSORS—Cont’d
Supervision. Treatment, supervision and community notification as reducing risk of recidivism, below
Surgical treatments, § 10:33
Survey or epidemiological studies, § 10:3
Treatment, supervision and community notification as reducing risk of recidivism generally, § 10:31-10:34, 10:46, 10:53
cognitive-behavioral treatments, § 10:34
nonbehavioral psychotherapy, § 10:32
outcome studies, § 10:41
pharmacological and surgical treatments, § 10:33

SEXUAL STEREOTYPING
Gender Stereotyping (this index)

SILICONE IMPLANTS
Generally, App. B § 1-App. B § 30
fit, App. B § 10
qualifications, App. B § 5
specific causation, App. B § 14
sufficiency, App. B § 13
Antinuclear antibodies in women with implants, App. B § 23
Autoimmune diseases, App. B § 24
Cancer, App. B § 26
Children, App. B § 28
Connective tissues, App. B § 24
Expert panels, App. B § 2
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SILICONE IMPLANTS—Cont’d
Fit, App. B § 10
History of cosmetic breast surgery, App. B § 18
Imaging, App. B § 29
Immunology, App. B § 22
International reviews, App. B § 20
Lactation, App. B § 28
Legal issues, App. B § 1-App. B § 15
Local complications, App. B § 30
Neurological diseases, App. B § 27
Pregnancy, App. B § 28
Prevalence of implants, App. B § 20
Qualifications, exclusion of evidence for lack of, App. B § 5
Rheumatic diseases, App. B § 24
Silica, silicon, silicone and silicone implants, App. B § 17
Specific causation, App. B § 14
Surgical complications, App. B § 30
Toxicology, App. B § 21
Types of implants and their manufacturers, App. B § 19
United States regulations, App. B § 20
United States reviews, App. B § 20

SINGLE CELL MISSING DATA PATTERN
Scientific method, § 4:21

SINGLE PROTON EMISSION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (SPECT)
Neuroimaging, § 20:52

SINGLE ROW (OR COLUMN) MISSING DATA PATTERN
Scientific method, § 4:22

SMOKE DETECTORS
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:62

SMOKELESS TOBACCO
Health effects, § 25:60

SNIFFERS
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:42

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
Rape Trauma Syndrome (this index)

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Federal Rules of Evidence, § 1:31

SOCIODRAMATIC PLAY
Children, interviews and suggestibility, § 16:25

SOIL EVIDENCE
Forensic identification, vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:57

SOURCE CODE
Alcohol testing, § 39:14

SPALLING OF CONCRETE
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:56

SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
Federal Rules of Evidence (this index)

SPECIFIC CAUSATION
Asbestos, § 26:4-26:11
Clinical medical testimony, § 21:2
Diet drugs, § 27:5
Electromagnetic fields, § 24:8
Epidemiology, individual level evidence, § 23:26
Silicone implants, App. B § 14

SPECIFICITY
Alcohol testing, challenge to breath test results, § 39:49
Drug testing, § 40:42
Federal Rules of Evidence, necessary qualifications, § 1:14
Fingerprints, § 32:22

STABILITY
Hypnotic response, § 18:22, 18:33

STANDARD ERRORS
Statistical evidence, § 5:34, 5:54

STATE OF THE ART
Asbestos, § 26:31
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
DNA, § 30:49-30:55

STATISTICAL EVIDENCE
Generally, § 5:1-5:55, App. 5A, App. 5B
Admissibility of statistical studies, § 5:2
Association, measure of, § 5:26
Benchmarks, interpretation of rates or percentages, § 5:21
Benzene, § 28:8
Censuses. Descriptive censuses and surveys, below
Center of distribution, measure used for, § 5:30
Coefficients, correlation, § 5:45-5:48
Comparisons, interpretation of rates or percentages, § 5:25
Compilation of individual measurements, § 5:19
Confidence level, estimation, § 5:34
Confounding variables, correlation and regression, § 5:48
Correlation and regression generally, § 5:43-5:51
confounding variables, influence of, § 5:48
correlation coefficients, § 5:45-5:48
linear associations, § 5:46
outliers, influence of, § 5:47
regression lines, § 5:49-5:51
scatter diagrams, § 5:44
slope and intercept of regression line, § 5:50
unit of analysis, regression lines, § 5:51
Definitions, App. 5B
Descriptive censuses and surveys generally, § 5:13-5:16
choice of units to measure, § 5:15
method used to select units, § 5:14
Design of study to investigate causation, § 5:11
Disclosure of data and analytical methods before trial, § 5:6
Disclosure of other analyses, § 5:5
Estimation, § 5:33, 5:34

STATISTICAL EVIDENCE—Cont’d
Evaluation, hypothesis tests, § 5:37-5:41
Extrapolation, § 5:12
Fingerprints, § 32:35
Forensic identification, § 29:46
Generalization, § 5:12
Graphs
generally, § 5:27-5:29
distributions, display of, § 5:29
trends, display of, § 5:28
Hypothesis tests
generally, § 5:35-5:41
evaluation, § 5:37-5:41
interval estimates, § 5:40
number of tests performed, § 5:39
one- or two-tailed tests, § 5:38
power of test, § 5:37
p-value, § 5:35
rival hypotheses, § 5:41
significance level, § 5:35, 5:36
Individual measurements
generally, § 5:17-5:19
compilation, § 5:19
reliability, § 5:17
validity, § 5:18
Intercept of regression line, § 5:50
Interpretation of rates or percentages generally, § 5:21-5:25
benchmarks, § 5:21
categories, appropriateness of, § 5:23
changes in procedures for data collection, § 5:22
comparisons, making of, § 5:25
size of base of percentage, § 5:24
Interval estimates, hypothesis tests, § 5:40
Legal issues, § 5:1-5:7
Limits of statistical expertise, § 5:3
Linear associations, correlation and regression, § 5:46
Multiple Regression (this index)
Number of tests performed, hypothesis tests, § 5:39
Observational studies, § 5:11
One- or two-tailed hypothesis tests, § 5:38
INDEX

STATISTICAL EVIDENCE—Cont’d
Outliers, correlation and regression, § 5:47
Posterior probabilities, § 5:42
Presentation of data, generally, § 5:20 et seq.
Presentation of evidence, § 5:7
Probability and statistical inference, App. 5A
Procedures that enhance statistical evidence
generally, § 5:4-5:7
disclosure of data and analytical methods before trial, § 5:6
disclosure of other analyses, § 5:5
presentation of evidence, § 5:7
professional autonomy, maintenance of, § 5:4
Professional autonomy, maintenance of, § 5:4
P-value, § 5:35
Randomized controlled experiments, § 5:10
Regression. Correlation and regression, below
Reliability of individual measurements, § 5:17
Scatter diagrams, correlation and regression, § 5:44
Significance level, hypothesis tests, § 5:35, 5:36
Size of base of percentage, interpretation of rates or percentages, § 5:24
Slope of regression line, § 5:50
Standard errors, § 5:34, 5:54
Statistical methods
generally, § 5:52-5:55
social science example, § 5:53
standard errors, t-statistics and statistical significance, § 5:54
summary, § 5:55
Statistical significance, § 5:54
Surveys. Descriptive censuses and surveys, above
T-statistics, § 5:54
Types of studies, § 5:9
Unit of analysis, regression lines, § 5:51

STATISTICAL EVIDENCE—Cont’d
Validity of individual measurements, § 5:18
Variability, measure of, § 5:31
Varieties of statistical expertise, § 5:3
Weight of statistical studies, § 5:2

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
Repressed memories, § 19:2

STEEL
Fires, arsons and explosions, § 37:54

STIMULANTS
Alcohol testing, § 39:30

STIMULATION TEST
Polygraph tests, control question test (CQT), § 38:50

STIMULUS AND STORAGE
Eyewitness identifications, § 15:22

STIPULATIONS
Polygraph tests, § 38:7

STOMACH CANCER
Tobacco, § 25:35

STORAGE
Fingerprint records, § 32:26, 32:29, 32:41

STROKE
Tobacco, § 25:25

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Generally, § 42:1 et seq.
Daubert factors, § 42:11-42:13
Qualifications, § 42:2-42:5
Relevance, § 42:6-42:9
Reliability, § 42:10-42:19
Robustness factors, § 42:14-42:17

SUBJECTIVITY
Objectivity vs. Subjectivity (this index)

SUBSTANCE SIMILARITY
Benzene, § 28:5

SUBUTRAMINE
Diet drugs, § 27:24
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SUGGESTIBILITY
Children (this index)

SUMMARIZATIONAL EXPERTISE
Taxonomy of Expertise (this index)

SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Monopolies and Antitrust (this index)

SURGERY
Sexual aggressors, § 10:33
Silicone implants, App. B § 30

SURVEY RESEARCH
Generally, § 7:1-7:34, App. 7A
Ambiguous or incomplete probing answers, clarification by probing, § 7:19
Bias of questions, § 7:16
Clarity of questions, § 7:16
Closed-ended questions, § 7:18
Community standards, § 7:4
Completeness of survey report, § 7:33
Consistency of probing to clarify ambiguous or incomplete answers, § 7:19
Context effects, avoidance or measurement of, § 7:20
Control group or question, use of, § 7:21
Court, use of surveys in, § 7:2, 7:3
Definitions, App. 7A
Design. Purpose and design, below
Disclosure and reporting, § 7:32-7:34

Drug Testing (this index)
Grouping of data, consistent and accurate classification, § 7:31
Guessing, steps to reduce, § 7:17
Identities of individual respondents, protection of, § 7:34
Incomplete or ambiguous answers, clarification by probing, § 7:19
Individual testimony, compared, § 7:5
In-person interviews, § 7:23
Internet surveys, § 7:26
Interviewers generally, § 7:27-7:29

SURVEY RESEARCH—Cont’d

Interviewers—Cont’d
administration of survey to minimize error and bias, § 7:29
knowledge of interviewers about survey and its sponsorship, § 7:28
selection and training, § 7:27
Knowledge of interviewers about survey and its sponsorship, § 7:28
Legal relevance, § 7:1-7:5
Mail surveys, § 7:25
Methods of data collection generally, § 7:22-7:26
in-person interviews, § 7:23
Internet surveys, § 7:26
mail surveys, § 7:25
telephone surveys, § 7:24
Open-ended questions, § 7:18
Order effects, avoidance or measurement of, § 7:20
Participation in design, administration and interpretation of survey controlled to ensure objectivity, § 7:7
Population definition and sampling, § 7:10-7:15
Precision of questions, § 7:16
Probing to clarify ambiguous or incomplete answers, § 7:19
Purpose and design generally, § 7:6-7:9
participation in design, administration and interpretation of survey controlled to ensure objectivity, § 7:7
relevant questions, addressing of, § 7:6
skill and experience of experts who designed, conducted and analyzed survey, § 7:8
skill and experience of experts who will testify about survey conducted by others, § 7:9
Questions in survey, generally, § 7:16-7:26
Recording of data, accuracy of, § 7:30
SURVEY RESEARCH—Cont’d
Relevant questions, addressing of,
§ 7:6
Reporting and disclosure, § 7:32-
7:34
Selection of interviewers, § 7:27
Skill and experience of experts who
designed, conducted and
analyzed survey, § 7:8
Skill and experience of experts who
will testify about survey
conducted by others, § 7:9
Statistical Evidence (this index)
Structure of survey, generally, § 7:16-
7:26
Telephone surveys, § 7:24
Time of disclosure of information
about survey methodology and
results, § 7:32
Training of interviewers, § 7:27
Use of surveys in court, § 7:2, 7:3
SYSTEM VARIABLE QUESTIONS
Eyewitness Identifications (this
index)
TALKER IDENTIFICATION
Voice identification, this index
TANDEM AND ION TRAP MASS
SPECTROMETRY
Drug testing, § 40:38
TAX DISCOUNT RATES
Economic and financial expertise,
time value of money, § 43:89
TAXONOMY OF EXPERTISE
—Cont’d
Inferences, expertise on, App. A § 13
Law, expertise on, App. A § 13
Non-expert testimony, App. A § 2
Normative expertise, App. A § 12
Secondary sources as basis, sum-
marizational expertise, App. A
§ 5
Subjective translational systems,
App. A § 11
Subjective vs. objective translational
systems, App. A § 10
Summarizational expertise
generally, App. A § 3-App. A § 8
direct experience as basis, App. A
§ 3
direct experience plus secondary
source as basis, App. A § 4
educator, expert as, App. A § 3
everyday vs. academic summariza-
tion expertise, App. A § 8
secondary sources as basis, App. A
§ 5
supplemental direct experience and
original research as basis,
App. A § 7
supplemental secondary sources as
basis, App. A § 6
Supplemental direct experience and
original research as basis, sum-
marizational expertise, App. A
§ 7
Supplemental secondary sources as
basis, summarizational
expertise, App. A § 6
Translational expertise
subjective translational systems,
App. A § 11
subjective vs. objective
translational systems, App. A
§ 10
TECHNICAL OR OTHER
SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE
Federal Rules of Evidence (this
index)
TELEPHONE SURVEYS
Survey research, § 7:24
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TESTABILITY
Federal Rules of Evidence (this index)
Monopolies and antitrust, § 44:3
Polygraph tests, control question test (CQT), § 38:56
Repressed memories, § 19:23

THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAPHY
Drug testing, § 40:34

THIRD WAVE TOBACCO LITIGATION
Tobacco (this index)

TIME AND DATE
Alcohol testing, § 39:7
Economic and Financial Expertise (this index)
Fingerprints, deposition of, § 32:24

TITLE VII
Gender stereotyping, because of . . . sex, § 17:4-17:6
Sexual orientation, § 17:6
Transgender individuals, § 17:5

TOBACCO
Generally, § 25:1-25:66
Abortion, inducement by tobacco, § 25:45
Active cigarette smoking, health effects of, generally, § 25:23-25:53
Addiction to nicotine, § 25:9, 25:22
Admissibility of expert evidence generally, § 25:8-25:12
addictive nature of nicotine, § 25:9
causation of specific diseases, § 25:8
environmental tobacco smoke evidence, § 25:11
exclusion of defense experts, § 25:12
second cause, tobacco as, § 25:10
Animal laboratory experiments, § 25:17
Aortic aneurysm, § 25:28
Asbestos exposure, § 26:12

TOBACCO—Cont’d
Atherosclerotic peripheral vascular disease, § 25:27
Autopsy studies, § 25:19
Bladder cancer, § 25:33
Breast cancer, § 25:32
Cardiovascular disease, § 25:23
Causation of specific diseases, § 25:8
Cervical cancer, § 25:36
Cessation of active smoking, benefits of, § 25:49
Children and minors
development of children, § 25:59
illnesses during childhood, § 25:59
low birthweight, § 25:57
passive smoking, health effects of, § 25:55-25:59
premature birth and perinatal mortality, § 25:56
Cigar smoking, health effects of, § 25:50
Class actions, third wave tobacco litigation, § 25:5
Clinical experiments, § 25:18
Coronary heart disease, § 25:24
Development of children, § 25:59
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 25:62
Endometrial cancer, § 25:39
Environmental tobacco smoke evidence, § 25:11
E.P.A. regulation of environmental tobacco smoke, § 25:7
Epidemiological studies, § 25:20
Esophageal cancer, § 25:30
Exclusion of defense experts, § 25:12
FDA litigation, § 25:6
Fertility, § 25:44
Future directions, § 25:63
Health effects
active cigarette smoking, generally, § 25:23 et seq.
passive smoking, generally, § 25:51 et seq.
pipe and cigar smoking, § 25:50
smokeless tobacco, § 25:60
TOBACCO—Cont’d
Heart disease, § 25:52
History of tobacco litigation, § 25:2
Hypertension, § 25:26
Kidney cancer, § 25:33
Large bowel cancer, § 25:39
Laryngeal cancer, § 25:30
Leukemia, § 25:37
Liver cancer, § 25:38
Low birthweight, § 25:57
Lung cancer, § 25:29, 25:53
Medical cost reimbursement, third wave tobacco litigation, § 25:3-25:7
Minors. Children and minors, above
Oral cancer, § 25:30
Osteoporosis, § 25:43
Pancreatic cancer, § 25:34
Passive smoking, health effects of, generally, § 25:51 et seq.
Perinatal mortality, § 25:56
Pipe smoking, health effects of, § 25:50
Premature birth, § 25:56
Pulmonary disease, § 25:31
Respiratory diseases, § 25:29-25:31
Scientific questions, § 25:14, 25:15
Second cause, tobacco as, § 25:10
Smoke-free environment as control tool, § 25:61
Smokeless tobacco, health effects of, § 25:60
Stomach cancer, § 25:35
Stroke, § 25:25
Third wave tobacco litigation generally, § 25:3-25:7
class actions, § 25:5
E.P.A. regulation of environmental tobacco smoke, § 25:7
FDA litigation, § 25:6
groups, actions by, § 25:5
individual actions, § 25:4
medical cost reimbursement, § 25:3-25:7
Ulcers, § 25:42

TOLLING
Repressed memories, statute of limitations, § 19:2

TOOLMARKS
Firearms and Toolmarks (this index)

TOTALITY OF CIRCUMSTANCES
Hypnosis, admissibility of hypnotically refreshed testimony, § 18:4

TOTALITY OF DEFECTS
Epidemiology, § 23:12

TOTAL OFFSET
Economic and financial expertise, time value of money, § 43:83

TOXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
Neuroimaging, § 20:7

TOXICOLOGY
Animal studies, § 22:5
Assessment of risk, § 22:29
Benzene, § 28:18, 28:19
Carcinogens, § 22:28
Caustion, § 22:7
Causation analysis, § 22:31
Causation and dose-response relationships, § 22:24
Daubert factors, § 22:12
Drug Testing (this index)
Emerging issues, § 22:32
Epidemiology vs. toxicology, § 22:2
Exclusion of evidence generally, § 22:8-22:14
Daubert factors, § 22:12
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 403, § 22:14
Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 703, § 22:11
general acceptance, § 22:10
qualifications, lack of, § 22:9
sufficiency, § 22:15
Exposures to chemicals, § 22:19
External validity generally, § 22:3-22:5
animal studies, § 22:5
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VISUALIZATION
Children, interviews and suggestibility, § 16:25

VITREOUS HUMOR
Alcohol testing distribution of alcohol, § 39:64

VOICE IDENTIFICATION
Generally, § 36:1-36:26, App. 36A
Acoustic characteristics, § 36:7
Agreement among scientists, areas of, § 36:18-36:24
Basic concepts, § 36:4-36:8
Decision categories, forensic application vs. scientific research, § 36:14
Decision objectives, § 36:6
Definitions, App. 36A
Disagreement among scientists, areas of, § 36:25
Disguises, § 36:21
Display and instrumentation, § 36:5
Earwitness testimony, § 36:23
Forensic application vs. scientific research generally, § 36:13-36:17
decision categories, § 36:14
quality of speech samples and authenticity of recordings, § 36:16
selection of subjects for identification task, § 36:17
visual vs. visual-aural identification, § 36:15
Future directions, § 36:26
Instrumentation and display, § 36:5
Legal issues, § 36:1-36:3
Mimicking, § 36:21
Model of voice identification variables, § 36:8
Objectives of decision, § 36:6
Phonetic context and duration, § 36:20
Physical state of subject, § 36:22
Psychological state of subject, § 36:22
Quality of speech samples and authenticity of recordings, forensic application vs. scientific

VOICE IDENTIFICATION—Cont’d research, § 36:16
Quantity of sound studied, § 36:11
Recording and signal transmission, § 36:19
Sampling of voices, § 36:12
Scientific methods applied to research, § 36:9-36:17
Scientific questions, § 36:4-36:8
Selection of subjects for identification task, forensic application vs. scientific research, § 36:17
Signal transmission and recording, § 36:19
Terminology, § 36:4-36:8
Variations in methods, § 36:10
Visual vs. visual-aural identification, forensic application vs. scientific research, § 36:15
Vulnerability of physical evidence categories in light of Daubert criteria, § 29:60

WEAPONS
Firearms and Toolmarks (this index)

WEIGHT LOSS
Diet Drugs (this index)

WORKPLACE
Employment (this index)

WORK-PRODUCT DOCTRINE
Ethics, § 2:15-2:17

WRITING
Handwriting (this index)

WRONGFUL DEATH
Generally, § 43:65 et seq.
Base earnings lost, § 43:72
Damages, generally, § 43:65 et seq.
Earnings growth rate, § 43:73
Fringe benefits lost, § 43:74
Household services lost, § 43:76
Measure of damages, § 43:66
Occupational history and likely education, § 43:71
Personal consumption deduction, § 43:75
Wrongful Death—Cont'd

Probability of employment (E), § 43:70
Probability of labor force participation (P), § 43:69
Probability of life (L), § 43:68
Work life expectancy, § 43:67

Y Chromosomes
DNA, § 30:57
Y-STR Typing
DNA, § 30:30

Modern Scientific Evidence
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